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ON PILGRJMAGE
B7 DOROTHY DAY

Seldom have - we known such ing in for .the house, and I think

a hot summer, with day following I shall do as the Peacemakers do
day of heavy heat, the air ao
tiumid that it is bard to breathe
and hard to think. Moisture- drips
frnm the hand that holds the pen,
papers become. damp, and to get
out of clerical work it la i.ood to
take refuge in manual labor. There
has been plenty of that this summer, in the work at Tivoli, and
in the city.
Finally the city's certUlcate ol
occupancy came through and we
started to move even before it
came to hand. Just the news of
it began the move. Because I
was in town, the women were
moved first, and three of the
apartments at Kenmare Street,
where we bad been living for
years, were vacated in one day.
Now two more have been emptied
and only Marie remains in hers,
whlch we will keep for her. Millie
also remains in her own quarters
on Spring Street, but both women
are with us for meals and very
much a part of the family. We
are happy indeed in our new apart·
rnents. The address is now 36 East
First Street, N.Y. 10003. The hangings, the pictures, the statues of
St. Francis of Assisi and of St,
Joseph, our patrons, look beautiful indeed in the new clean setting. In the tiny garden in the
back, the four little ailanthus trees
(the tree of heaven), which Mary
Hughes planted before she went to
San Franci'SCO, are growing beautifully. Underneath the brightly
c·o lored lettered sayings of Fr.
Delp and Camus, which hang on
the old brick wall, Italian Mike,
Smokey Joe, Scotty, Whiskers and
others of the family sit outside
. and talk.
AccountingIt seems to me that it was· two
years or more ago that we started
to buy the new house, but I will
have to get the exact dates from
Ruth Collins, without whose help
we would not have the new house.
Credit goes also to Jean Gold-'
stone, who was general overseer
and engineer all through the rebuilding of the J:i'ouse to conform
to all the rules and regulations nf
the building departmen.t, and to
Seth Hiller, the architect, who
planned and replanned the layout
for the four apartments and main
floor and basement which made up
the house. The cost of the house
was $35,000 and ffie cost of rebuilding was $45,000, more or less.
On the first sum, $8,000 was paid
down and there are two mortgages.
The paying off of the mortgages,
with interest and taxes, has been
going on since we began the. work.
It has been a heavy burden on us,
paying rents and paying off the
mortgage at the. same time, and
gathering money to pay for the repairs. On those repairs we still
own $12,000.
' I have a rough Hst in my diary
of' the ~oney whlch .has been com-

in their bulletin-list initials of
donors and if some feel that they
have been left out, let me know
and I shall lMt. glad to add their
names to the roster of those who
have helped house the homeless
and comfort the aJllicted Admittedly this is a rough outline,
but it is the best I can do at the
moment when we are surrounded
by so much work and so many people that it is hard to organize
for th o u g h t or writing.
$20.00, N.P.; Anon, $10.00; M.A.B.,
$20.00; Dallas, $30.00; J.B., $50.00;
E.W., $5.00; Anon priest, $2.00;
E.L. $5.00; legacy, $20.00; Anon,
$30.00; C.M. $5.00; Mrs.· R. $10.00;
K.G. $3.00; M.S. A.80: M.A. $11.95;
McD. $1li.60; Anon, $20.00; C.M.
$5.00; M.R. $10.00; McD. $10.00;
Anon, $25.00; G.P. $50.00; Anon,
$4.00; E.L. $5.00; legacy, $90.00.
Ruth Collins remains manager
of the house and we are incor·
porated in Albany to hold property
under the name of the Catholic
Worker Companions, Inc.; the
trustee of which is Janet Burwash,
who follows the directions of the
unincorporated a s s o c i at I o n of
Catholic Workers, made up of a
~mall group ot those in charge
·of the farm at Tivoli and the house
of hospitality in New York, and
whose names appear on the mast
head of the CW.
These detiils of ownership and
responsibility have been worked
out over the last three years and
are the result of e:JLperience, and
the advice of our lawyer, John
Coster, who is a member of the
Association of Catholic Trade
Unionists.
Mid Aupst
After the women were settled
in, and the rest of the moving was
going on, I went back to the farm
which has been teeming with
chil_d ren all summer. As usual the
village of Tivoli has had a recreation program for the younger
children, whlch has meant games
in the ballpark in the village in
the morning and three hours in
OIH'- swimming pool in the afternoon. And since the day-care center for the migrant and local agricultural workers Jn the district began in July (and will continue
until November first) these little
children have participated in the
recreation program for the village.
It is a joy to see all the little qnes
lined up at the shallow end of the
pool waiting for their individual
instruction in swimming. There
are thirty-two children from ten
months old up to eight. years, and
they begin to arrive at seven in
the morning. The casino, which
was built by Mr. Mastrion, the
former owner of the property
when he was using it for a vacation spot for families, and the
swimmmg pool, certainly have
(Continued on paie ,8) ,
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Aarust 26, 1967 (County Jail,
Minneapolis): I am almost looking
forward to the time at Sandstone.
It gives one a valuable perspective
on society, will give me time to
study and will be a chance for the
first time Jn my life to get a good
solid groundin"g in news and current events . . • I got a visit tonight from the American Civil
Liberties Union. The guy wants to
make a test case on noncooperation out of mine. The argument
would be that my religious freedom ls being limited. He admits
the chances of winning are small
but feels a test case should be
argued. He was sympathetic and
persuasive. n woula mean changing the plea and dragging through
the courts, it would mean being
free for a year or two and then
doing the two years. I am going to
say no but I am upset. I cannot
give him any clear, intelligent,
theoretical answer (though the
personal dislocation of our life
and plans ls enough). I feel It. I
hear Davy r:MillerJ saying when
being tried for refusing induction,
legal arguments are as "a clanging
brass or a tinkling cymbal."
Though I would like to see it done,
I feel clearly that it's not for me
to do. I know that I eould not put
my heart into such a fight.
Se:Jtember 9, l!Hl'J (Sandstone
F.C.I.): My impressions of Sandstone are very mixed. Physically it
is quite comfortable. There is a
pleasant yard Jn the middle. At
any rate, the prison surrounds a
nice "compound" of grass and
ftowers. The library is small but
has some happy surprises-I have
read Fromm's Sane Soeiety and
Frankl's Mu'1 Search for Mean·
Inc, and lllle~berry Fhm so far
and have some Goodman and
Kierkegaard out. There are movies
every week-the caliber of State
theatre Cin Winona, Minnesota,
Bob's home town] six months late
-which aren't too good. but take
up some time. The fGOd ls n.ot bad
at all. This is not a prison but a
"correctional institution," you
Its aim is to develop a goaloriented program suited to the
needs of each inmate Jn order that
he may be rehabilitated. I have
not been able to determine what
this means in my case. I think
eventually they would admit I am
not being rehabilitated - all fall
down and worship-but detained,
imprisoned, punished. The facade
of liberality here takes the edge
off rebellion, confuses. the issue. I
felt in a way more comfortable in
the county jail because relationships were clear there. There could
be no doubts when the doors
clanged shut on the ugly cell. No
matter how you dress it up, prison
is slavery. I had, a few days ago,
some serious thoughts about not
cooperating-to force clarity. It
certainly is a clear and honorable
position. When one first realizes
how they "bribe" you with all
these "privileges" (especially mail
and visits) the gut response, mine
a·nyway, is rebellion. (Indicative of
our society that rebellion is a dirty
word.) Btit I don't think I will. Not
sure I have the resources, hope
the time can be in some way meaningful, there are friends to be
made here, and because I feel it
can be borne without much of a
price. I hope anyway that I will
only have rarely to be here, that
I can Jive with thoughts, books, in
your lette~s. with all our holy and
beautiful friends. The state enly
imprisons the body-can only imprison the body.

see.

September H, 196'1: I have been
a little depressed lately, more
than usual, about the war. It is
such a pervasive cancer. Danny
O'Laughlin Ca cousin) dead and
Mike [Bob's stepbrother] on his
way over there. How many
innocents, Vietnamese and Ameri•can, .'Ym .µi,e,Y, sacrifi,c~ , o,n , th,e, alt~r
..:.

of this madness? The whole thing
October 1'1. 196'1: I remember
is almost beyond discussion, it when I used to fear "losing my
seems. If one can't see that the faith." I was afraid of the doubt,
war . is vile and rotten, how can darkness, and of the terrible task
anyone tell them? Opinion seems to decide from scratch what you
so permanently, hopelessly polar- believe.- Realize now this simple
ized. The hawks hawking, the fact-when you strip away all the
l i be r al s liberalling, a n d th e learned doctrines you. "believe••
radicals crying, shouting, giving and loek at yourself naked and
up, and some ~urning themselves. ask what ean't be taken away.
Still to be a person you have to what is part of me, what truths do
I lin lty Cbe-lieve) then you know
visibly and clearly oppose it.
what your faith is.
Then you
I amuse the two other noncoop- can begin to reinterpret the reerators that I have gotten to know.
ligious myths and metaphors, to
They say they just want to see me
make them your own in a new
in four months to see if any of and more meaningful way.
I
my insanity, cheer and happy sarthink I am at the beginning of
casm are left. They both say
all this.
prison has pretty much sucked
Oeteber U, 196'1: Can I send
out their vitals. One guy said,
toughest of all is t9 adjwt your- you the fruit of some recent reflecself to the fact that you just have tion? I have been thinking about
to chalk the time up as a total "something" that the people I
loss. He feels that nothing really most admire seem to have in
can be salvaged and that all his common-a prophetic quality, a
energy goes to just keeping him· sense of vocation, seriousness. <Reself together. I still hope. I have member what Peguy described as
m o re resources-not of myself, un ·homme seriea:s.). They are peobut I have you, the Catholic ple who have grasped--or more
Worker, the family, the "commu- rightly been grasped by-two or
nity" and the exciting prospects three essential truths with a kind
of future. Despite all this I still of lightning clarity. They become
have my twinges of irrepressible in a seDtle almost fanatical. They
do not see other truths with any
joy!
unusual clarity and tend instead
The "thing" here seems so per- to see other truths- in relation to
manent, so impenetrable. Crimin- their personal vision. They have
als are 11ot romantic. They mirror a kind of unscholarly and outthe society-sick, mentally defi- wardly unjustifl.abI.e certainty of
cient, greedy, violent--often any- their own rightness. They do not
way. Conversation is consistently blindly refuse to consider the inlow or at best trivial. My gross- telligent arguments against them
ness is of a different kind entirely. but they are be7ond these arguThere are, don't get ma wrong, ments. For them, their truth is so
some really fine people here. Tho- clear and certain that it demands
reau's line about "quiet despera- n.ot only verbal proclamation but
tion" comes to mind. So many possesses them with an urgency to
who grew up and live in a love- give it living form in action, in
less world . . . thing~ bad oa so thelr owa llveL They are commany fronts simultaneously - so- pelled to witness and strive to discial, economic, political, educa- cover a form of life_that embodies
tional, moral-and yet a man can clearly, even. starkly, and speaks to
only address himself .to a few. on even the simplest man, the truth
one front.
Perhaps community they haft 11en. . .. Esthetics being
is relevant here. W• as commu- at a rathu low ebb here, "Garnity with di.J!erent gifts, di.J!e.r- rison's Gorillaa'• trounced the
ent vocations, could be so much Beatles in this evening's votings.
more effective ... O.ne last thought TV inftatttiq and strategy is one
that has been plaguing Ih& lately. of the big things here.
This is not morbid JJut serious. I
Ne....aiu I. 196'7: Deep melan·
wonder_how ready I am to accept cboly toDilbt. It was alternately
death. It is essential to non-vio- bright anti 1loomy today. Now
lence. It is not a question of it is cloudy with. an almost warm
anti-vitality, because love and re- and de!Jghtrully fresh smelling
spect for liJe are essential to non- breeze. Calm._ iA hard to come by
violeaee. The sat7agriaJl.i mat today. The dorm was quiet only
believe- that to die for the truth in brief snatches and I just
bears fruit. Gandhi knew, or hacl couldn't concentrate . . . I think
good reason to suspect, t.hat he tomorrow. or one of these days is
was going to be killed and still he Dorothy's [Dorothy Day] birthday.
refused bodyguards and held his She is 70 . . . How does one comregular prayer meeting. I know municabt an idea llke nonviolence
that I value my life excessively. to a world which cannot believe
One cannot take hi1 own life too ..much Iese -•1:mtand, action from
seriously and still be really a principle? The only answer, and it
satyagrahL
may be pretty feeble, is to be. To
October 2, 196'1: I made a long be an unmistakable sign and emvisit to chapel the other day in an bodiment of what you believe. If
attempt to pray. Something came. me.n cannot understand words perOld, deep, primarily I think, es- haps the patient, modest, pasthetic response. The room was dark sionate and uncompromising strug·
with one light on simple taber- gle to live the truth may bear
nacle, lamp, and Book, soft light some- fruit?
filtered through -the rich gr e ~ n
Beeemier 12. 198'1: Perhaps the
stained glass at my feet.
Quiet only positive and relevant lesson
and really, gut-level ~aceful. It's here [in ThoreaUJ also taught by
too dark to read the Bible, though, Gandhi, is that those who oppose
alas.
the State radically and basically
October 11, 196'1: I endure ..this (as any pacifist must) and do notsmall-and really it is 11111all co.m- cooperate with it in doing what
pared to the sacrifices of the men tltey believe to be evil, must also,
in Vietnam-sacrifice in the hope as far as possible, remove themof drawing people's attention to selves from the benefits the state
the war, to the - question of war otters--which most basically, I
and our complicity in it, to the think, means embracing voluntary
innocent people who are dying and poverty . . . I have in general been
to •he simp_le u.nmistakabl& words bothered by the quote "Render
of Jesus, whom we all claim to unto Caesar," etc. One thing is that
-dig so much.
am grat&ful for the "saying" (and I think it would
people worrying about me and the be called "authentic") does not eonviolation of my conscience but I stitute the basis for a Christian
am more concerned-that according theory ol' the state. It is too fragile
to their own lights. and position to bear that kind of emphasis. Also
people do something about stop- you have to remember that lt is
pin_g this stinking war-that they kind of a trick by JesusLa way to
vote, write, speak, read, march, sHp out of a dilemma and put his
vigil, and break the law. if neces- questioners on the defensive. One ·
sary (aJ!4 _i\ is)•
<C,ontinued .o~ pag~ 8)
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Tivoli
A Farm With a View
BY DEANE MARY MOWREB
It is August, the month of the
great Feast ol the Assumption of
Our Lady. It is August, the month
when we dare not forget the ter r i ble anniversaries of the dropping
of the mons_trous nuclear bombs
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
T hinking of these horrible
events, from which It seems our
h istory will never recover, I remember the words of Jim Douglass
in his compelling and beautiful
tal k on the Peace of Revolution at
the Pax study weekend: " The
e vent which revealed the essence
of our age of global crucifixion
took place at H iroshima." Pondering t his frightful demarcation
-point, I concluded that It was impossible to take a serious look
at the world we live in without
seeing it, as Jim Douglass pointed
out, in terms oi crucifixion. "To
see reali ty in our tlme is to see t he
world as crucifixion." How else
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th• only peace conference scheduled for the farm this lJUDllDer,
what one might call the works of
peace have certainly been flourishing. Almost as soon as school was
over, the Red Cross swimming
class for the children of Tivoli and
the near by area resumed instruction in our pool. Families from
roundabout also find our pool a
pleasant recreation center. Early
in July the day-care center for the
children of migrant workers reopened. This time children of
school age, as well as pre-school,
were included. 1Jnder the capable
direction of Marilyn Rogers, and
with the help of a number of quite
capable assistants, the children
seem to be growing in health and
happiness. From twenty-seven to
(Continued on page 7 )

Miller and Kelly Jailed
By JACK COOK
Elsewhere in this issue I write
of the characteristics of the revolutionary way of life as abstracted
from the Diary of Che Guevera, a
violent revolutionary. Now I must
wri te of two men involved in the
nonviolent struggle in so far as
the CW participates in it, Davd
Miller and Dan Kelly, who ·within
one week in mid ' June were taken
away to begin their ter ms in jail
of twQ and a half and three year s
respectivecy for refusal to t ake
part in the latest United States effort at mass extermination.
Both left college careers and all
that means in terms of alienation
from the major ruts of our society,
as well as from family dreams of
success and status, to join the
Worker; that is, to make soup,
wait on tables, prepare meals,
often from scratch, distribute
clothing, live in the squalid, _bugridden apartment s on Kenmare
Street, meet the immediate needs
of our house people and those
of
B<>wery
men
also,
particiopate in the feverish, frenetic
atmospber1: of the lost and the
searching inhabitants oi our community, as well as in the activities
of the peace move_ment, here and
elsewhere, in fasts and picketing,
in mass rallies and solitary vigils,
in jail and out oi jail. They paid
their dues.
Both are reticent men: slow or
never to anger, determined in their
quiet way not to be moved from
their position, yet full of a life and
vitality which made them gooo to
be around, and great in our CW
parties - those spontaneous celebrations of the free who cannot
contain their love. I do not romanticize.
David was the first in the country to burn his draft card when
that act was declared a felony. I
think against his better judgment
he was persuaded to take the case
to court with the assistance of t he
American Civil Liberties Union,
and consequently faced for almost
3 years a type of Kafkaesque
Trial scene that, to his unhassled
being, proved to be a hassle. His
vocation, as he sees it, is that of a
"non-violent witness"-that is, a
man, whole and entire, who says
simply, irrevocably, with hls whole
being, "No, I will not go." That
he knew what must be said "yes" to
la evident lrom his operation, in
spite of the uncertainty of his now
fettered-in-legalities future, of a
Catholic Worker House of Hospitality in Washington, D.C. That he
chose to do this at a time when he
was already married and a father
bears witness to his determination
and dedication. That he chose to

ceptiveness wlllch have made his·
writings so well liked by so many.
Taking h11 text from literature,
Merton u-s e d Mr. Bloom In the
scene in Joyce'• Ulysses in which
Bloom is eJectecr rro.n the bar. No
one can deny that Mr. Bloom likes
peace, -that he will undergo almost
any humiliation rather than resort
t o violenee; yet he is the passive
kind of peace-lover. The suffering
ol non-violent resistance in the
struggle to make a revolution, a
world in which it would be easier
to be good, differential-es the true
pacifist from the passivist. Today's
pacifist n:iust indeed face the dual
imperatives of peace and revolution.
In the final talk of fhe weekend,
Dorothy Day spol..a of the priest
in relation to these imperatives of
By ROBERT D. CASEY
peace and revolution. She spoke
at some length of Father Camilo
Like its namesake before it,
Torres, the priest who gave his the Olympia, Washington encamp·
life in the revolutionary struggle
can ooe comprehend the incredible in Colombia. ( A short biography of ment has been torn down by the
daily atrocities of Vietnam? The Father Torres, Wltn an introduction police, in what begins to look
millions dying of starvation among by Dorothy Day, has recently been like a national policy in this
the Biafrans? The millions in our pµblished by TemplegateJ Al- matter.
As the Indians, and several
own country-the mast affiuent though Father Torres put off his
country in the wor kl, in history- cassock to take the violent way, white sympathizers, squatted and
mutllated and deformed by pov• he died for ·the vecy poor, the ter- sang a variety of Freedom and
erty and injustice, mainourisbed ribly ex:ploited. Moreover, as native chants, the police disand bitter, finding hope only in the Dorothy observed, the chances are, mantled their three tipis and
city-destroying fires, the death-to- he had little ot- no instruction four regular tents about them.
authority bullets of riot?
in
the wa.ys of non-violent Some eight were taken into
Jim Douglass' talk explored the resistance, that he knew little custody, from a single well-anmeans of sharing thi:I 11uffer ing, or nothing of such men as Vinoba chored tent that they stubbornly
this crucifixion, through non- Bhave and Gandhi. Here is surely clung to. They were than dragged
violent resistance and love. Ul- a need which must be met: the to the nearby paddy wagons, as
timate1y the only true revolution need of really good instruction in they went limp-in traditional
is the non-violent one, the way of the ways and leadersbiP of non-vio- civil-rights style. However, for
Christ Himself, the way of such lent resistance. One must admire the most part, the police carefully
men as Vinoba Bhave, Gandhi, a priest who dares to give his life marked and removed all the
Danilo Dolci. Martin Luther King. 1 for a greatly wronged and suffer- Indians' belongings here, in strikPeace and revolution was the ing people; yet there are non-vio- ing contrast to the fights on the
general theme of the _Pax Study lent measures which in the end Nisqually River itself, where exweekend , which took -place here could bring about t~ needed rev- pensive fishing gear was roughly
at the Catholic Worker Farm the olution peacefull.Y. In her conclud- confiscated,_ and hasn't been relast weekend of July. F ather ing remarks Dorothy pointed out
turned yet-years later.
Matthew M a r t l n, director of some practical measures of this
The Indian encampment was
schools at St. Michael's Monastery nature.
in Union City, New Jersey, spoke
Six workshop,s, conducted by set up on State Capitol's lawn,
of The Priest and Revolution, ad- Professor Gordon Zahn, Professor directly accross from the Thursvoeating that priests-at least Dick Leonard, Professor Jim Doug- ton County Court House, to proaome priests-should be involved, lass, Eil~ F)gan, and Howard test a wide range of injustices,
should even lead in certain re- Everngam, and Clarice Danielson, including the Indians' fishing
volutionary activi,ties, that the and gave participants opportunity rights under the Medicine Cteek
priest has as much responsibility for more informal discussion and Treaty, which is now being
11 the layman to strive for peace a chance to clarify some of the abrogated by the white courts.
This is the cause for which
_ and justice. Walter Stein, of the more abstJ'aet Nncepts.
English Pax group, editor of
Spiritual sustenance for a week- Dick Gregory 11 In jail, In the
. Naelear Weapons: a Christian end of rather intense intellectual building across the street from
ltesp0nse and Peace on Earth, Ute effort was provided by two Masses, the Indians' encampment. He can
Way Ahead, spoke on the dialogue the one beautifully concelebrated, look out the window of his cell
between mercy and revolut ion. with the altar placed before the and see that his native friends
examining the tensions which circle of pines in our front yard have not _forgotten him. Among
must exist between these two im- and followed by a dance on the the things they are demanding of
peratives, cautioning that there are lawn, led by Carla DeSola a_nd lier
(Continued on page 8 )
times when the Christian, though group, the other the beautiful jazz
he supports revolution, must also Mass composed by Mary Lou Wllsay no to
those
means of Iiams, with Mary Lou herself at
revolution which by their violence the piano in our large living room ,
betray the end, that ultimately one where this Mass was concelebrated.
By MONICA RIBAR CORNELL
must seek .peace by making peace. Those of us who have attended preSunday morning, at the last meet- vious Pax weekends have come to
On June 26, Tolll Cornell was when they ..persecute us for the
tng, Dr. Karl Stern, psychiatrist expect Masses of unusual liturgi- arrested and began serving a aix- sake of Obrist and His poor. The
and author of Pillar of Fire, 'lbc cal beauty. This year, however, month sentence for draft~ard powers of wealth against the poor,
Third Revolution, and Flight from was memorabte. In particular, I burning. Over 100 friends and the powers of suppression, - the
Woman, spoke on the psy-0hology think we owe a debt of gratitude :supporters joined Tom, our two forces of death h-ave nothing but
of Group Hostility. Dr. Stern's to Mary Lou Williams for sharing children and me at Foley Square their prison• with whlch to Inbrilliant analysis of the little un- with us this beautiful Mass .of her in New York City for a dne timidate our country's youth from
derstood motivation underlying own composition.
demonstration preceding Tom's ar· following the call of conscience
hostile behavior was a salutary
As always at Pax weekends, one rest. The demonstration was a to renounce all war and violence.
reminder to all peace seekers that night was reserved for .the arts for. celebration : there were balloons So we will try to look at their
they too must beware of such hos- peace. Karl Stern, who has so
prisons with the eyes of the
tllity-prod ucing motivation. The often delighted us with his brilli- and flowers, and songs and smiles.
Gospel,
as an opportunity to
·
f
rt
h
s
h
Copies
of
Tom's
statement
were
kind of person who sees a com- an t P1aymg o Moza , Bae , c umunist conspiracy behind every bert, Chopin, played first a serious distributed, explaining why we Identify with and minister to the
struggle for social justice and the classical work and then a humorous were not grieving, but rejoicing: imprisoned, to reflect and renew
person who immediately sees the improvisation. In addition to play"Blessed are the poor • • • the ourselves, in the hope that many
conspiratorial hand of the C.I .A. ing the piano Karl also played the peacemakers
"Blessed are more young men will refuse to
behind every public misfortune harpsichor-d, which Howard Evern- you when they revile you and take their assigned roles in the
are each guilty of hostility-produc- gam, who builds harpsichords, had _persecute you. and apeak alt that charades of the state, registering
Ing motivation. Peace groups, as brought with him. Mary Lou Wil- is evil against you., untruly, for for the draft, carrying their death
well as right-wing extremists, can Iiams played the beautifu1 and my sake. Rejoice and be glad." certificates (draf t cards ) and
do great harm to the cause oi moving tribute she bad composed
"That's why we are having a serving in the.fr armies."
Rejoice alld n Glad!
peace by the use of such dangerous in memory of Martin Luther King. celebration this mornlng. One of
After we had picketed for t wo
stereotypes, which are m ore Then she and Honey Gordon us is going to be seized by federal
hours, four U.S. marshals arrived
closely related to the paranoid showed us bow blues and jazz
marshals here at Foley :.quare in to arrest Tom. He went limp and
thinking of a psychotic than most ought to be done. Attilio Cantori
of us r ealize.
played the flute as never before. a few minutes to begin serving a was carried to the marshals' van,
Following Dr. Stern's talk Marty I Finally and unexpectedly, a new prison sentence for burning his amid cheers and applause. As
Corbin read an article which ar rival suddenly burst into a draft card. So what's to cele- the vehicle departed we all sang,
" For He's A Jolly Good Fellow."
Father Thomas Merton had .- spent powerful rendition of some of the brate?
Tom spent the night at the dis·
as his contribution to Pax, of more familiar operatic arias. The
"For one thing, six months in
which he is a sponsor. Father Me r- applause was equally powerful. All prison is a small price to pay for mal federal jail in NYC, and then
ton, being a Trappist, could har dly in all, the arts for peace were not having to kill a man. For an· was transferred the next day to
be present, but his article brought quite a success.
other, we are trying to believe the Federal Correctional lnstitusomething .of the charm and perAlthough the Pax weekend was that we·are' indeed blessed, happy, tion at Danbury, Conn.

Resur{ection City
Number Two

Tom Corne//?s Arrest

/

do it in Washington, in the black
ghetto, during a time of riots and
rumors of r i<>t, speaks for itself.
Dan Kelly moved with ease
among the poor, for he moved
withou t pretense, honestly and
wonderfully himself. He seemed to
feel no great need to articulate his
position in any formal manner. I
don't think he even wrote a statement for his sentencing. It did not
matter. We knew, he knew, any·one who wanted t<> know, knew.
He was younger than Dave or any
of the rest of us at the ti me. He
took part in the two-week fast we
held in Washington without complaining or losini his sense or
humor. After he had been with
us for the better part of a year,
having already made liis break
with Selective Service, and taken
part in tti_e Eastern Conference on
Noncooperation, or ganized by the
CW, the hippie thing happened
and he went West. When he r eturned from that scene, we were
somewhat worried. His searching
had led him to a way of life unburdened by our daily grind, the
monotonous chain of aots that
must be done to keep food, clothing and a roof on top of us. He
rented a storefront, opened it tG
kids in the neighborhood and also
to Bowery people who wanted to
break with the Bowery syndrome,
took up sandal-making, and still
made our scene, although he did
not want to be dependent upon It.
He visited Bob Gilliam, (with
whom he had fasted ) in Sandstone
penitentiary. During this time, the
Resistance made popular a number of avenues of escape from the
draft, as well as swelling the list
of noncooperators, and I'm sure
these ways were weighing on his
mind. When it came time, however, to finally face, after those
long months of searching, t he
courtroom sent.encing g am e, he
was there, smiling and shuffling
off in his sandals, serene and certain, ludicrously surrounded and
held by federal agents.
Both David and Dan, as well as
Fr. Phil Berrigan, have joined Jim
Wilson and the other draft refusers in the Allenwood Penitentiary Fann in Allenwood, Penitentiary. Catherine Miller, David's
wife, is pregnant with their second
child and stays, when not visiting
him or friends in the city, at the
CW farm in Tivoli, N.Y. Dan
Kelly's younger brother has become a noncooperator.
It should not be necessary, given
the witness of their days, to state
that they are religious men; that at
the root of their re'b ellion is the
Christ of a Christianity, as Ignazio
Silone put it, " that neither abdicates in the face of Maq:imon, nor
proposes concordats with Pontius
Pilate, nor offers easy careers to
the ambitious, but rather leads to
prison, seeing that crucifixion Is
no longer practiced." (Bread and
Wine)
The quiet revolution goes on. It
must be difficult for those in
prison to understand how essential
thei r role is to those of us on the
outside. Without their ex.ample ol
self sacrifice, courage, decision,
and identification with the poor,
we would have to look to ourselves, and that is always uncomfortable, or to others still functioning in this "free society" and that
is frequently embarrassing. Besides, as long as we remain free
we cannot be much of an enemy
(so, we'll try harder) to those
powers which have seen fit to put
these gentle men away.
It is infinitely easier to suJJer
with others than to suJJer alone. It
is infinitely easier to suJJer as public heroes than to sutler apart and
in ignominy. It Is infinitely easier
to sutler physical death Ulan to
endure s~iritual suJJering. Christ
suffered as a free man alone, apart
and in ignominy, in body and ..in
spirit, and since that day many
Christians have suffered with J_tim.
DIETRICH BONHOEHER
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Che and the Revolutionary Experience
By JACK COOK

lon&ed for human pleasures and taught by revolutionaries during a

I propose to discuss the Diary satisfactions for the sake of others; revolution.' For revolutionary con-

of Ernesto Che Guevara, which he
wrote during the twelve months
of guerrilla activity in Bolivia,
Nov. 7, 1966 to Oct. 7, 1967, as
published in Ramparts magazine
<Vol. 7, No. 1, July 27, 1968).
My major concern is to abstract
from the Diary the characteristics
of a revolutionary way of life. I
am concerned with those marks
which distinguish it from other
ways of life, and with those universal traits of revolutionaries,
whether they be violent or non·
violent, which have characterized,
in the past and present, the revolutionized man. That we are concerned here with a violent revolutionary and the lives and attitudes
of men committed to, among other
things, violence, should not prevent our inquiry from being fruitful. I would hope- that after examining their way of life, we who
are committed to the nonviolent
struggle might more easily recognize wherein our lives are or are
not revolutionary and proceed to
address ourselves to remedies.
Some might object that I am
contributing to the myth of
Che, and I must reply, "I
hope so."
I regard Che as
an authentic revolutionary, a superior man. In a century besotted
with the phony heroes of declining
imperial states, eHectively sold to
the masses through TV, radio, and
films, it is necessary for the sake
of the deceived people to mythicize
the few valid heroes of our time.
Some Distinctions
Before I proceed to examine the
Diary I should make clear my position; for I am praising here a
violent revolutionary and, being a
pacifist, it is necessary to make
some distinctions.
L Believing that revolution, i.e.,
the overthrow or undermining of
systems, structures, insititutions,
and governments, which are oppressive and repressive, is the sole,
uncompromising position open to
men of conscience and principle·,
I cannot but have admiration and
respect-indeed, a great love-for
revolutionaries,. be they violent or
nonviolent.
II. Believing that the revolutionary way of life is, in fact, the
highest form of human activity, I
must perforce affirm lt of those
committed to violence against oppressors and for the sake of the
oppressed, as well as affirming it
of nonviolent revolutionaries, who
are opposed to the same oppressive
structures, but choose to confront
them differently.
III. Believing th a t nonviolent
revolutionaries are engaged not
only with tangible oppressive
1tructures, but w i th intangible
personal and human traits-the
:roots of violence in the condition
of man-that are found in both
oppressor and oppressed, and revolutionaries of whatever bent, I
cannot condemn violence Cthat is
not to say I sanction it or participate
in it) on the part of a revolutionary until I myself have conquered
violence in my own life. This condition, as yet unachieved, prohibits any condemnation of violence
in a noble cause, while it permits
condemnation of violence in ignoble ones; that is, the violence
enacted against the helpless, the
poor, the powerless, by whatever
means and In wha,t ever manner,
whether by military might, social
inequality, or economic discrimination.
IV. Believing tha•t It is not nations, nor governments primarily,
nor societies, individual groups,
parties, etc. that must be changed
and altered in order to affect the
betterment of man; rather that Individual men must be changed and
altered and revolutionized so that,
once living wholly human lives,
they may · bring to bear upon the
parties, , structures, insti•t utions,
etc. the !ull force of their being;
. I cannot but admire , men, though
committed to violence, who sacrifice their security, comfort, hap·plllea, farnilv life and · all the

who are willing to endure great
hardship._ toil, exhaustion, sickness, hunger; as well as the vic.issitudes of war, weariness, pain,
the ever present fear of death and
death itself. .I cannot but admire
tha·t sacrifice, that committment.
And predicate of them that man is
made of that. That they are men.
V. Revolutionized men and their
followers-such as Che, King,
Malcolm X-are the revolution.
The societal changes which may
or may not follow in the aftermath of such men are simply
the natural consequences of their
actions and lives in so far as the
structures within a given society
can approximate the values and
ide.as these men embraced and incarnated. These latter structures,
fa time corrupted, will call forth a
new generation of revolutionaries,
who will in turn revitalize the
dreams and the reality of Man.
If one posits the labor unions In
America today as examples of such
latter structures, It is interesting
to point out how the nonviolent
United Farm Workers Organizing
Committee, headed by Caesar
Chavez, (really a revolutionary
movement of farmworkers, not
simply a union movement) is inS>tilling into these latter structures
a renewed idealism and sense of
purpose, as the AFL-CIO, Teamsters, Seamen and Taxicab drivers
come to the aid of the fledgling
union.
The Diary
Like most diaries, Che's was
not intended for publication, although its contents would probably have formed the substance of
a work on the Bolivian campaign
had Che lived. There was no reason, therefore, to be dishonest,
pretentious, or rhetorical, since
the notes served, as Mr. Castro
observes in his fine introduction,
as a "working guide in the constant evaluation of the occurences.
the situation and the men. They
also served as a an expressive outlet for his profoundly observant
spirit, analytical but often laced
with a fine sense of humor." What
we have, in fact, is a remarkably
candid and honest appraisal of the
major events of each day, analyses
of incidents, evaluations and observations upon himself, his men,
and the environment, important
decisions, problems, and a record
of the day by day struggle for
survival in the ·jungle.
The Diary is not a polemic in
the manner Marx, Lenin, or Trotsky; nor is it a blueprint for revolution, such as Debray's work. I
am attracted to this diary because
I believe it to be authentic in a
way that tracts, manifestoes,
Polemics, blue-prints, etc. are not
authentic. As Mr, Castro observes
in his introduction, Che's diary
notations were "of revolutionary
content, pedagogic and human."
These terms at once describe
the work and tpe man. They are
terms which must be understood,
as they are applied, In their- pure
form.
"Revolutionary content"
does not apply to theory and
abstractions (as necessary as they
are) ; it refers to actual day by
day, hour by hour, actions of revolutionaries. That is, actions in
which the theory is implied, implicit. The action is the ' theory
lived out. Very little theory, in
fact, Is to be found in the work;
but a great many references to
individuals,
actions,
missions,
failures, errors, and all that pertains to men interacting with
themselves, their environment,
and their objectives in a racical
way.
Mr. Castro's term "pedagogic"
-normally confined to university
use-is properly used here to describe the analyses, evaluations, decisions, etc., as well as the lectures
Che was regularly giving his
men; properly understood, then,
revolutionary content can otiiy !>e

tent is not theory alone, nor a
system of abstractions; but human
beings, in all their frailty and indecision, living at, striving for, the
peak, the highest form of human
experience and action under adverse conditions.
It is characteristic o! such men
that they stand alone. They are
cut off by the very nature of
their ideas and actions from the
nomnal activities of the masses of
men. They are strange•r s in the
land. Separateness is total. Interiorly, they· must constantly seek
to live out their role in the face
of their plodding humanness,
which drags them . down from objectivity and detachment to selfish
concerns. Externally, tl:iey are remote from - family, friends, and
homeland; they are remote, too,
from their contacts in the cities and
other areas of Bolivia. What is
revealing, also is that they are
cut off from much of what we
normally refer to as civilized life
and life, exce1Pt for equipment and
such, as primitive men in a primitive world. In the notes for Nov.
8 and 9, 1966, the first few days
of the guerrilla stage, Che records
the following: "We spent the day
in the heavily wooded area by the
creek, scarcely 100 meters from
the house. We were attacked by
some kind of tree ducks, which
don't peck but are very bothersome. We have come across the
following species here: sheep and
cattle ticks, tree ducks, gnats, marigui, and mosquitos . .." (Nov. 8)
"An uneventful day. We made an
erploration following the course
of the River Nacahuasu (really a
creek) with Tumaini, but we did
not reach the source. It runs
through steep inclines and apparently the region is seldom frequented. With adequate discipline
one could stay there for a long
time. A heavy rain forced us out
of the thicket and into the house.
I picked six sheep or cattle ticks
from my body." (Nov. 9).
The constant enemy throughout
the operation....Jbugs, the elements,
the terrain-accentuates the essential separateness of the revolutionary ex•perience, with the necessary consequence of states of profound loneliness and abandon.
Witness the solitary names of
Che's family appearing at the beginning of various entries, corresponding to birthdays, etc.
This essay would be overly long
were I to develop the particular
incidents and people involved in
the nonviolent strugg);e which
parallel the above characteristic as
well as all that follow. The isolation mentioned above is especially
characteristic of the nonviolent
farmworker's movement, alluded
to earlier, in California and Texas.
{See my articles on that movement, The CaUtollc Worker, Vol.
XXXlll, No. 8, No. 10, No. 11, No.
12.) It is, of course, true of
Dorothy Day-s long pilgrimage,
·eloquent testimony of which Is in
her. book, The Lonr Loneliness.
Counteracting the terrible aloneness is the intense community life
of the guerrilla group. They must
live nakedly to one another. If
they are strangers to the instincts
of their own lower natures and inscrutable to outsiders, they are, at
the same time, vividly known and
familiar to each other. In the violent revolution one's measure is
not necessarily in battle, where
training, tactics and skills obtain;
but in living with each other in
mutuality and cooperation:
Jan. 6, 1967: "After class, I
held forth on the topic of the
necessary qualities of the guerrilla fighter and the need for
more discipline, and explained
that our mission, above all, was
to form a nucleus of steel to
serve as example, and in this way
explained why it is so necessary
to study, an imperative need for
the future. After that, I brought
together the 'heads of the Jroup1
••• ~ · cxplfined why Jol\quin

had been chosen as second in
command, which was due· to some
mistakes on Marco's part which
were constantly being repeated;
I criticized the attitude taken by
Joaquin due to the incident with
Miguel on New Year's Day •••
At the end, Ricardo told me of
something which took place between him and Ivan, in front of
Tania, in which they cursed each
other, and Ricardo ordered Ivan
to leave the jeep. These disagreeable incidents among the
comrades are spoiling our work."
Jan. 12, 1967: "Joaquin told
me that Marcos was hurt because
of the reference that was made
to his errors in the meeting the
other day. I have to speak to
him."
·
Jan. 13, 1967: "I spoke to Marcos; he complained because the·
criticism took place in front of
the Bolivians. His argument was
senseless. Except for his emotional state, worth considering;
all the rest was unimportant.
"Some
despicable
phrases
which AleJandro had u s e d
against him were mentioned.
This was cleared up and it appears as though there were no
bad intentions, nothing except
a little gossip. Marcos calmed
down a little."
Nor are the dead absolved from
judgment:
July 31, 1967: "Of our dead,
it is difficult to catalog Raul due
to his introspection; he was not
much of a fighter or worker . . :
Ricardo was the most undisciplined of the Cuban group and
the one with the- least determination to face everyday sacrifice . . ."
As constant as Che's allusions to
lack of contact with others in the
movement, are his references to
the "everyday sacrifices" demanded
of members, together with criticisms of what might appear to the
outsider as minor faults: on May
11, 1967, Che makes the notation:
"I must talk seriously with Benigno
and Urbano, for the former ate a
can of fish on the day of the battle
but denied it, and Urbano ate part
of the chaqul at Rubia's camp."
On April 14, 1967 the notation appears: "Canned milk was brought
from the upper cave: 23 cans had
disappeared mysteriously. Moro
had left 48, and nobody seems to
have had time to remove them.
Milk is one of our corrupting factors."
H becomes apparent that t here
are no minor faults nor minor activities in the life· of a revolutionary. The least of things is of
major inportance. Whaitever does
not contribute to the unity of the
group, no matter how petty, is to
be rooted out, by punishment if
necessary; for each fault betrays
a lack of discipline and responsibility. Besides, it is essential to
set an "example" not only to
others in the group, but to the
peasant (indeed, the world at
large) who must admire and have
confidence in those whom they
are expected to follow.
As Mr. Castro points out: "The
formation of a guerrilla ls a constant call to the conscience and
honor of every man. Che ,knew how
to touch on the most sensitive
fibers of the revolutionaries. When
Marcos, repeatedly admonished by
Che, was warned that he could be
dishonorably discharged from the
,g uerrillas, he said, 'First I must
·be shot!' Later on he gave his
life heroically. The ·behavior of
all the men in whom Che put his
confidence and whom he had to
admonish for some reason or another durini the course of the
struggle was similar. He was a
fraternal and human chief who
also knew how to be exacting and
occasionally even severe, but
above all, and even more so than
with the others, Che was severe
with himself. He based the discipline of the guerrilla on their
moral conscience and on the lremendous force of his own personal example."
Sµch ar• the ri>ot1 of the re-

volutionary community: eonscience
and honor. Conscience and honor
not only on a theoretical plane, in
relation to oau11e1 and ldeolo1ies;
but more impo11tantly, I think., on
t he level of sardines and canned
milk. For the totality of th• revolutionary experience Is such that
ita spirit must pervade the animosities, grudges, disputes, and
petty jealousies of individual
members. The Issues here are not
theoretical nor even tactical ones;
they -are human ones: the nitty
gri•tty demands of life in an intense community.
The Diary effectively dispels one
of the prevailing myths about revolutionary life; I.e., that It la
romantic, exciting, exhilarating.
Instead, we find it consists of
hardship, denial, hard work, sacrifice, lon1 hours, even days of inactivity. No talk of victories is to
be found here; rather daily accounts of the search for food, periods of hunger, bitter water, and
when no water was available urine
sufficed, and Illness followed.
Little of the dramatic is to be
found; nothing spectacular. A
typical entry:
Feb. 27: "After another tiresome
day, marchirg along the shore and
climbing cliffs, we came to the
Rosita River . . . We ate our last
ration that had been left In reserve, and no signs of life were
found in spite of our nearness to
the populatea ateas and the highways."
March 7, 1967: "Four months.
The men are becoming more and
more discouraged, seeing that we
are reaching the end of our supplies, but not the end of the trail.
Today we advanced four or 11.ve
kilometers along the edge of the
river and at the end we found a
promising path. Food: three and
a hall birds and the rest of the
palmlto; from tomorrow on, only
canned goods, one for every three
for two days; then the milk, which
is the end."
March 12: "In an hour and a half
we covered the territory opened
yesterday.
When we arrived,
Miguel and Tuma, who had gone
ahead, were already exploring in
order to try to bypass the steep
cliff. The day was spent in this;
our onlY activity was to hunt four
little birds which we ate to accompany rice and clams. We have
two meals left . . ."
March 16: "We decided to eat
the horse, as our swelling has become alarming. Miguel, Inti, Urbano, Alejandro are presenting
various symptoms. I am extremely
weak ..."
Finally, this most unromantic
entry: May 13, 1967: "A day of
belching, farting, vomiting and
diarrhea; a genuine organ concert.
We remained in absolute immobility trying to digest the pork. We
have two cans of water. I wae
very sick until I vomited and recuperated .. ."
Characteristic of the revolutionary life, also, are the military virtues demanded of participants:
superior will to endure, strict
obedience to commands (cooperation), superiority of movement
(severely limited, however, by the
uncompromizing terrain). On June
29th the following: "On the way, I
had a conversation with our troop,
now composed of 24 men. I
pointed out Chino as an example
among men; I explained the meaning of the deaths and what the
loss of Tuma meant to me personally, whom I considered my son. I
criticized tht lack · of self-discipline
and the slowness of the march
and promised to give some basic
instructions so that the san_e thing
that happened in the ambush
would not happen again, useless
losses of life for not obeying
rules."
Most revealing, however, in this
context, ,15 well as in one entry
summing up ·the characteristics I
have distinguished, ,is the entry for
(Continued on pa&e 7)
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Christian Marxism and the Soul of Plato
B7 JOHN JLLO

ti

The llepubllo of Plato is the
noblest document of th• philosophic and conservative mind. Suffused with the warm tolerance of
the Socratic dialectic, sporting in
the. .fields of Socratic fable, yet
etching· with acid irony the vicious
follies of democratism, it exhibits
all the abundance, variety, and fair
strength of great art. Practical,
even prasmatic in its reasoning, it
can rise to -an ideal teality where
evem a Thrasymachus might despise "this dim .spot which men call
earth." Detailed as a documentary and more revealing than history ln its portraits of Greek life
and politics, it ranges confidently
tluough tracts as broad and diverse as pedagogy, aesthetics,
epistemolog.v, metaphysics, social
ethics, political economy, dream
psychology, genetics. It is pointed
and vast, immediate and absolute;
it is philosophy and ar_t wedded in
the perceptive and genial good nature of the Attic spirit.
The Platonic republic opens a
way of life that the .g ood man must
embrace if he recogni:r.es his nature, or recognizes that he has a
nature. There each man is a little aristocracy in an aristoc'ratic
whole. From the ruler, fashioned
of precious gold, to the worker,
cast ln useful Iron, each lives. and
act.. in sweet consonance with his
own hierarchy of faculties and in
wholesome :: cco ~rl with his hierarchic society. There the Aristopbanic sausage-vender would not
think, though he might dream, of
presuming to govern; and there
the warrior will kill only barbarians or enemies of the state.
But one group of men, the slaves,
is not represented in The Republic, and their absence distresses
neither the Athenian colloquists
nor the sympathetic modern reader. The slaves are a group and
not a class, for a class has political existence, a conscious share in
the decisions of the republic, and
they have not.
Yet the slaves in Attica were
important and probably more numerous than the citizens, in the
lifetime of Plato. Hellenophiles
and humanists, who regard the
cultural flower but not the rank
~economic soil beneath, minimize
the number and importance of the
Greek slaves, dismissing the obvious inference that slavery was
the basis of Greek art and philosophy. It was not slavery, says
H. D. F. Kitto, but temperance that
allowed the Athenian citizens the
leisure to meditate upon man's nature, to read their Homer and
Aeschylus, to construct and direct
the state_ Because they ate olives
and slept in their cloaks, the argument runs, they needed few commodities and little slave labor to
be free for the thoughts that wande.F . through eternity.
Su.ch apologists would be more
convincing if they were also economists, or if they knew how much
labor is needed to grow olives
and flax in a primitive agronomy,
to weave a garment or build a
house with a crude technology,
The modern scholar, like his Atthenian ancestor, may assume that
commodities take form with only
a remote human Interposition, but
he does so without having tried
his hand at weaving or mining or
mortaring. However indistinct they
may now seem, the slaves were
the condition of the flne intellectual life of the Greek citizen, who
after all, consumed his twenty-five
hundred calories each day, wore
out garments, lived in houses, and
worshipped in temples. ·
The slave was a chattel in Athens, he is classless in the Platonic states. But the political
side, Socrates promised, is only
an analogue for psychology. If
the three classes correspond to
the three faculties of the soul,
the non-class may correspo.nd to
a non-faculty, and though it was
not Pla.to'a .Purpose . to analogize

a privation, it may be ours. Do
the slaves, a part If not a class
of the Athenian 1tate, correspond
to a part of the human 1oul, or
of the human person?
Reason, "the spirited part" or
will, and appetite are Plato's
three faculties-the agencies by
which the soul functions as a
soul; rulers, fighters, and workers
are Plato's three classes-the
agencies by which the state function as a state. Below them, the
condition of their functioning
but not sharing in it, are the
slaves. The analogue Is not difficult to find. The Athenian slaves
correspond to what is not of the
soul but beneath, supporting and
supplying it: mus'cles, or body, or
metaQ<>lism.
~la.to's consistency ls the bene- ·
fit of his conditioning In the
Hellenic world. The exclusion of
body from considerations of soul
and of slave from commonwealth
is the legacy from the pagan ethic
to the pagan ethician. On one
side, Plato cannot see social man,
b.ut, like Aristotle, must fictionalize about natural 1lave1 and
natural masters; on another side,
he cannot see the human person.
He cannot account for the body;
he ~annot account for the productive base of the state. Unable to
recognize the goodness of body
and the goodness of goods, the
goodness of bodies producing
goods, he must erect unreal distinctions and a metaphysic of the
disembodied.
The body, when it is lost to a
psychology, cannot be respected.
What was molded by ""God In a
unique act of creation can become the templum splritus and
the true body of God. The body
is either hallowed or perverted,
and the pathetic inadequacy of
Greek philosophy or religion is
that it ignored or depraved or
exalted the bod~, never understanding the body's place in the
synthesis of the res humana,
erring · between Dionysia and
Stoicism. It justified slavery, it
accepted homosexuality, two sfdes
of the same ethical viciousness.
Nor was there ever a Greek
Isaiah or Amos to protest in behalf of God, against the radical
abominations of a diseased culture.
The End of All Men
In the Semitic psychology,
from Adam to Christ, the body,
not apotheosized but not obsured,
ls sanctified by its union with the
soul, and will alway be sanctified,
"singing -everlastingly," as no
Greek thinker dared to imagine.
Christian
martyrdom
was
a
spiritual and • bodily test. The
smooth flesh of a Catherine or a
Dorothea was welted or charred
before it could be glorified, but
with others, an Agnes or a Thecla,
the body, though it must perish,
was so transformed by the person
of the saint, that flames and axes
could not wound it: such was the
lesson of legend. Relics, dry
fragments of the once living body,
continue to sanctify and heal. As
the Incarnation is the type of the
beginning of the human person,
the carnal Resurrection is the end
of all men, the Transfiguration &
promise for the body of all men:
such is the meaning of gospel.
Christ died to save men, not only
souls but even the "flesh" that
"longeth" for God, in the words
of the Psalmist; he came "to san?
us from dyspepsia not less than
from profanity," in the quaint
language of a last-century physician.
As Christian psychology properly venerated the body, the Christian ethic respected the slave, or
worker, another son of Adam under our original curse of labor,
ministering to the body in our
common fallen state. Inheriting
the gentile ai;id Jewish conventions
of .slavery in economies. that
needed vast manpowers to produce
basic , goodJ ~ without ~achines,'

I

Christianity adopted slavery. But
approaching Its proper character,
it reduced ·t he political or legal
side of slavery, in spite of the
selfishness and ln~rest that It
could never wholly convert, and
that too often converted it. Entering the age of machines, Christianity might have welcomed and
fostered the full emancipation of
men from an unequal subjection to
goods and their production. But it
did not; Christianity failed, and as
Maritain regretfully observed, it
was left to a non-Christian to
teaoh that emancipation.
Marx has been called a Christian
heretic because he was : Christian
in purpose without a Christian
theology. But since the conversion
of Qonstantine, Christendom has
been the Christian heresy, because
it has ignored or violated the
Christian purpose. The great betrayal of the 19th century in Europe was the betrayal of Christianity by the established Christian
churches. The Church of England,
teaching spirituality and resignation to the masses, 1ighed back to
the chasuble• and rood screens of
the 8th century. The Church of
Rome would not divorce the
temporal masten that despised it,
and forty yean after the Manifesto
commended !ti own alertness in

outcast and excommunicated, like
Lamennais, or the anti-clerical
and agnostic, like Mill.
But natural ethical systems,
however well intentioned, are inadequate to restore man to his
Inheritance. The immense power
and evil of s~ate structures can be
overcom~ only by mome.n tous and
absurd sacrifices, like the sacrifice
of Jesus, a God dying as a man to
demonstrate the essential unlawfulness of civil and ecclesiastical
legalism, of' Roman and Jewish institutional law.
Even the details of Jesus' death
were calculated, by Him and by
his executioners, to signify God's
horror of slavery and the state
that incorporated it. It was not the
placid, rational death of a mere
ethician, of . a Socrates. The death
that Jesus accepted was one of
the most painful that can be
imagined, combining extreme torment of the whole body with great
duration, yet easily administered,
and on an instrument often constructed by the slave himself.
Crucifixion was for these reasons
the Roman capital punishment of
slaves, and without · crucifixion
Roman slavery and slave-economy
might not have persisted. For
many slaves · would not continue
living as slaves unless faced with
the alternative .of a lingering and
agonized death. Not only did
slaves desperately revolt, but
sometimes whole cities, captured
by Roman troops and facing
Roman slavery, committed suicide,
all choosing to die quickly by
their own hands rather than to
live in continuous pain and brutalism. They felt and knew the truth
that death is better than life in
contradiction, and that it is a contradiction for a man to live as an
ass or an ox.
The promise of Christianity in
recognizing that capital baa social its green age was a non-contraresponsibilitie1 and that trade dictory, integrious community, a
fellowship of saints without slaves.
unions need not be immoral.
There i. no more tragic tale of Even Romans and pagans could
too little and too late than that of imagine It, for they also were
th& .social enlightenment of the men, and the Fourth Eclogue of
major churches after the Indus- Virgil, a generation before Christ,
trial Revolution had blasted the is prophetic: pruduction without
lives of numberless millions and toil is production without slavery,
fixed the course of imperialism and a world without slavery is a
world without war. Tennyson, in
and world war. The churches rethe most beautiful poem of his old
pressed their Christian conscience
age, could faintly see the Virgilian
and did not teach their members
and perennial Christian promise,
to assert theins. "You know," said
dreaming as his Roman master
Ruskin of Christian sfatemen a
had dreamt of
century ago, "that nothing would
Summers of the snakeless
excite greater manifestations of
meadow
contempt and disgust than the
unlaborious earth and oarless
slightest attempt to introduce the
sea.
authority of Scripture in a politiBut as Virgil could not infer
cal consultation." By withdrawal what a world without crucified
or misalliance, Christendom aban- slaves might re'quire, few Englishdoned and traduced its people.
men in Tennyson's time, and sureIf Christendom and the churches ly not Tennyson, could accept or
are not essential Christianity, from understand what that vision of
which they may deviate or to peace without exploitation dewhich they may grow, yet they manded: more than the charitable
have been the embodied power of and benevolent societies that proChristianity. The author of the liferated in England in the nineUtopia was a saint but not a pre- teenth century, more than Reform
late. And in the long crisis of the Bills and Poor Laws.
nineteenth century the churches
Marxism, in its assertion of hiscontinuously and deliberately com- tory as realizable purpose and
mitted the pagan sin of rejecting will, of all wealth and every human
the claims and honors of the body act as morally significant, derives
and of the social class analogous its ethic from Christianity; and
to the body. The rejection was a like Christianity, Marxism offered
device of greed or a symptom of to fulfill the hope of prophets and
fear, not an asceticism but a pollu- enlightened pagans and the early
tion; and its effeet was much what Christian community-in the only
it had been in Attica and in The way it could be fulfilled in a
Republic: the debasement below capitalist world.
the human level of most humans.
Marxism answered the question
Victor-ian authors portrayed the that churchmen, in a massive
d e b a s e m e n t and economists failure of nerve, would not ask:
studied it; the churches tempo- why is it that machinery, which
rized or digressed when they did might have ended slavery forever,
not resist the proletarian claims. has multiplied it? The long hope
Much of Christian reformism was of good men has been for that unpalliative, consciously anticipating laborious earth, in which each man
revolution. And even this much might live to his full and varied
was the work not of the state humanity. Eden is a picture of it.
churches but of the sects, or the But most men have been poor
latitudinarian or evangelical par- broken shafts, things to be used
ties with in the established though persons to feel the conchurches. Even evangelism and tinual pain of hunger and exhausthe social gospel were evasions, tion, as Lowell wrote of American
·non-a.µalytic and superficial. The Ne.gro slaves just before the 1860
most nearly Christian social think- e'lection. Not free for thought or
era of the ' last' ceµ.tucy ' w~re thl! beality or ·worshtp,' the capitalist

slave might finally be thrown out
into a bloody field, killing fellow
slaves and dying to sustain the
enslavement of his own children,
as in 1914.
·Subhuman Existence
The boay, the temple of the
spirit, was always regarded by the
powers that be as a tool or a
weapon, in Egypt, in Scythia, in
Persia, or Greece, or Rome. To
read :tJerodotus is to see a world
devoted to Satan, where most men
lived as non-men under anti-men.
It was also the world of the Imperial Church and the New Europe
thereafter, a world where slaves,
then serfs, .then peasants, chose
certain death by insurrection and
torture rather than a hopeless
death-in-life, in Tudor or Plantagenet England as in republican or
imperial Rome. Deus debet obedire
dlabolo -wrote Wyclif before· the
Revolt of 1381, and his theological
thesis was . a complement to a social truth: the world is under the
dominion of Satan. Such an infernal world might have been· transformed in the age of Power machinery. It grew worse. Marx
analyzed, and sought the temporal
salvation of men with a respect
for the human person that was
only a}?stract or sentimental in
most churchmen, who had forgotten their origin.
And so exponents of ChristianMarxist dialogue like Roger Garaudy are beside the point. The
ideology and the religion are not
merely compatible, they are concordant, two modes of the tame
purpose. Each knows, as pagans
did not, that the human person includes a body and the state includes workers, both to be revered as essentials in the real
world, which is God's world. Each
knows that slavery ls a contradiction, legal slavery a contradiction in ethics, wage slavery in

economics.
To liberate men from one another and from machinery, to end
slavery of all kinds forever, is to
make ex1stence fruitful for men,
who were taught to pray, in the
more explicit English versions,
that God's will be done on earth
as it is in heaven: an earthly subjunctive before a heavenly indicative. For in the world men must
work to help bring God's kingdom.
Men can be saved only as men, and
as men they must live, produce,
consume, and grow. The end of
human perfection is at a secular
level in Marxism, in its full dimension in Christianity. But eschatology does not annul political
economy-it includes it; and Christianity does not deny Marxism, but .
implies it.
Each, in its ideal ends, rejected
slavery, which has always been a
human temptation, the establishing of pride and greed, and of
mastery where no man can be
called master. It has been a universal impulse, transformed, sometimes scarcely so, in the family
and the school, visible in every
social exchange. The vision of
Christians and prophets has been
to receive other men freely, and to
allow them •to receive God freely.
Slavery, according to its kind and
degree, frustrates that open growth
of men and frustrates God, forces
the free human will to another
man's, then legalizes and even
consecrates the force and iniquity.
If most cultures have embraced
the sin, so has ours, and does now.
Every mastery means a slavery.
Besides the slavery of racism and
of wage systems for millions that
are below our own subsistence
standards, the violent American
slavery today is a new imperialism,
the tyranny of one will over another, offering death as the alternative to submission. It bears
the marks of more apparent slav- eries: group identification, as in ·
the methodical extermination of
Asians; contempt for life and for
the human person, M in body
counts; pretended l~galities .within '
CContihued .on oal(e 8> · · '·
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answer in my heart, my head, and which reveals (is revealed) in my
interpretation I have read says that my bones i1 aliways the same- deepest self.
·
proved a blessing to the com- which providea all food and t he
the incident refers not to taxes in nonviolence. I have been reading
March 19, 1968: I am tired to- ~nity as well as to us. One end furnishings for this work, cols and
general but a special tribute tax the Liberation double issue on A. night and deep down dry. Prison of the casino was made into a cribs, tables and chairs, playto Rome and that the objection of J. Muste. All of me says yes. Still is a hard, illusion-shattering place cbapel for the farm so that we ground furniture for the children,
the I'tlarisees was also due in part there is the frightening failure of -that is, one can't long maintain would be close to the Blessed and other volunteers come in
to the fact that the coin bore W"Ords, I can't answer; _no power too many illusions because they Sacrament winter and summer, with games and toys. In the ·eve• · g and therefore there to persuade. The suffenng of t_he simply don't sustain. Sustenance and every. night the rosary and ning when the place is quiet one
C
aesar s ima e
people seems so unbearable, so m- is subsistence here. The only real, compline are said there, and all can find Sally Corbin Caged lix),
is the suggestion of idolatry.
Jesus t ermma
· ble some t·ime s . When will clear feeling tonight is a hard, hot
th
quietly
th
be
cause . ey .
the earth be born? Scalding tears quiet, jagged nugget of longing in our friends and benefactors are re- busily engaged in reading all the
shames eI?
Every Wednesday books in the little library.
use the coms
busmess
' m)' eyes JUS
· t rea d- my s t omach - the long1"ng to be membered.
II th in daily
t of the
year frequently f ill
d Un
one.
of
the Marist fat.hers
Our last issue came out June
morning,
ea gs a
e res
, ing the news. I worry-am I a with you, to touch you, to know
. . . (from Gunther Bornkamm.s fanatic? A purist? Do I set my again that infallible "language." come from tb,elr novitiate nearby 6th. It was a May-June issue and
may have reached you much later
Jesus of Nazareth) · · · emphasis ''conscience" above liberation? No, To be out of the desert and back to offer Mass for us.
since we were embroiled in packon the. second half of the sentence, I don't. 1 believe this way is right. again in life's _green.
ing to move. June 6th I had lunch
SteiDway and Bar Exchance
a~d t~e need fo~ pers~nal deter- Still there is a danger. I must be
March 2'7, 1968: ' Monday I
There had been a bar in the with Betty Bartelme, Religious Ed.
more flexible, more genuinely tol- moved to my new dormitory. casino which had served as a itor of Macmillan's, to celebrate
mmation of what ts Gods.
December 26, 196'7: You 1?'1ght erant. Other good roeri have dif- Quiet, almost morgue-like. It is a dance .floor, and I was happy to the coming out of A Penny a
like this , line of Dan's ~Berr!~anl ferent lights. It is a sign of mY thousand times better to work donate the bar to the American Copy, a catholic Worker reader,
on Jesus parable-speakin~ : The lack of maturity that I feel defeo.- during the day and I am almost Legion, which in turn donated to compiled by Tom Cornell and
purpose of His speech: to create si.e with and alienated from those e.cstatic. It was getting to the point us two pianos, one of them a James Forest of the Catho "clPeace
imaginative men, capabl~ of imag- who have chosen a different way. upsta irs where I could squeeze Steinway. We had to take both, Fellowship, and typed u~ fu. ~arge
lning the real world.'J He also It is clear in A. J.-he worked out, between the Inevitable dj s,. and the other is most suitable for Hughes, one of our editors. Not
says "to stand where one must with everybody, respecting them tractions at most two hours of the children to enjoy in the casino. much attention was paid to Cathostand, to plant the .landmarks by and tr\Mltjng them, loving them as quiet pe; full day. Tuesday is was No banging will hurt it, nor will lie Worker editors' choices of writ.which t~; unborn will be enabled men, ait comr ades. and never for- gorgeous, perhaps 60 degrees- the noise bother us.
ings, nor were we shown proofs of
to walk.
getting for. it moment his. way, and 1 blew (was positively snakey} Donal Brown, chemist at tbe our own writings, so that some mi?January 10, 1968: A small re- which was almost never their way, the whole day talking sitting in Corning Glass Works, Steuben takes occurr_ed. _For ~stance .in a4
flection : Part Qf the suffering and revolutionary paci.fism. He was a the- sun. At the risk of bei.Dg· de- County, is really responsible for article of mme m which I tned to
anguis'b Qf embracing nonviolence giant. I really love him. February ceiv.ed by Siberian weather I the Day Care center. Last August deal with the reasons for our reis the result of the fact that non- 11 he iit dead a year. Do. I make would say Spring- has actually l visited him and he conducted me turning interest money to the city
broken through. I think I can see. on a tour of some of the migrant of New York, the word compromise
violel\ce is in its infancy as a tool any serue?
for social changl}, that is, as an
Fehrulll'JI a, 1968,: I got a Wqrk- beginnings. of budlt on the trees. camps in his area. He spoke of is printed as comprise. My meaning was blurred, to say the least.
altel"l\aU,ve tQ violence lt remaiM e.r yesterday. Wbat a light in the I h1we, been getting very involved
However, it is good reading and
largeJy unexQlored.. I relqse to be-- darkness! I have only read Chrys- witb the AfrC>-American gFoup the difficulty of finding suitable
places
where
Day
.
Care
Centers.
I
spent an evening with it with
lieve that pacifism is simplistic tie Street so far but · that was here. I think it could ~ a very
and fooli$b, because ultimately beautiful. The Worker is many good 'thing. They have me writing could be set up and showed m.e great enjoyment. And I must conthe question of war m\lst be re~ things, but the foundation, the be- letters, inviting speakers, helping some of the facilities used, which cede it is a better reader than the
<luced to, it.ii, personal IQ.oral lim- ginning, the roots. are Chrystie with the educational program and were not as convenient as our one Ammon Hennacy was preparits:. will I kill?
Street. There is a phrase of Pe_ter's working as assoeiate editor of the casino. I spoke of this to Gus ing some years. ago, which was
Rhodes and .Mrs. Pearl Johnson filled with bits of this a11d that
The perception of the {utillt:l!' of that has been on my mind much bi-w~kly newslettel'.
at
the Otlice of Economic Oppor- from articles, rather at the expense
violetiee and the fact tbat it can- lately. It tbrows lighf on many . Aaril Z, 19'8: I wasn't planning tunity,
now located at Dover of unity and logic, so that it
not t>e it means to the tt.UsfQrtnl!- things. Peter talb about "the gen- on it, because of my low nausea Plains, New York and withln a seemed a bit too much like a ·
tion of the world, along with the tle personalism · of ~ traditional
few weeks the Center was set up patchwonk quilt. Besides, it w<>uld
refusal to kill, ~· the fou1,u:lations Christianity." To. hope to see
to shelter the children last have been about a thousand pages
of pacifism. To be a pacifist thing!l rightly I know that I must
September and October. It was a long. A Penny a Copy was remeans tQ 1) be a cente;r of new stand firmly in 'that ground. That
question of learning by doing. viewed last week in Ave Maria by
values to demonstrate and ln<tar- is why poverty and the workli of
This. year everything i& going an old friend of ours who had
nate (or perha{>s more modestly to mercy are so essential and any
more
smoothly, and the Youth known us since our beginnings on
point to), to be a sign of that movement that is cut off from
Corps is participating, helping the East Fifteenth Street: and Avenue
apirit (or as Geori~e FQX says, them is constantly subject to the
group leaders who consist of A.. He helped furnish our first
"that life and power t.hat tKe cancer of ideological self-rightoI young people ·from the neigh- house of hospitality. I liked the
'way the occasion of all. wars." 2> eo.usness and gives way to ra.ntborhood.
The work is staggered review Cit was a feature article)
to serve and build, to ~ a coo- ings.
so that Som.e come early and leave very much ·indeed.
structive and reconciJ.i.~ fo.rce ; 3) . February 18, 196!t: At its worst,
at twa thirty and others have split
The McCormack's
to. develop., ~xplo.i:e, imd &Xl)eri- this {>lace makes of a man a livshifts
threshold,
but
because
I
didn't
ancj.
can
take
time
off
to
The
next
day, Charles and Agnes
ment with nonviolence as a tecb- i'ng corpse-, a sort of zom:bie.
niqwt (a~ well llll the ab.Q\'~ sug- There is also the possibility he,re, feel like doing anything else, I swim or- rest. After five in the McCormack picked me up at Kengests a wa~ oJ life). O..ne aspect as- with me, of becoming cerebral. watched LBJ Sunday night. I am afternoon all the little ones have mare Street and drove me through ·
·r ealty happy I did now, of course. gone home to the camps or to their the terrible Long Island traffic to
o~ the fai:itastic wisdQm of ~ What is- impossible i!t any bodily
East Hampton, where we were to
Catholic Worker is the balCl!lce delight, vitality . . As I said belo.re, I didn't believe he really said it. homes, and then there ls a clean
It reall)' shocked me and I felt up. Last night two seminarians spend the week~nd with the Whathat. ~t offer~ in this reprd.
it ts the deadly barrenness that is
lens. Duane and Mary met at the
that I had personally been deliv.- from the Marists did a thorough Catholic Worker Friday night
JanUl')' 19, 1968: Qae. Qf the the deepest fact.
ered
some
very
good
news.
I
job
of
mopping
and
straightening
meeting·
, just before the closei of
tertible problem1 aboq~ the f1A.ture
Reading Scripture, though pa.rts
i~ that YQU ~an't dQ ~verything. are extraordinarly powerful, much couldn't be too analytical because out. There are always- a few vol- World War II. She had been
Choosing means elimin~U.ng. This. is irrelevant and much just plain I was just too goosey happy. The. unteers around among the girls studying .art in New York and was
becomes especially- difficqlt now not true . . I am certain that if thought that kept going through who are visiting us, so one never on her way back to the midwest
when l am removed, i.qa~tive. In- forced to choQse between Gandhi my mind was: the end of the war bears a baby cry. In addition to and by ch a n c e dropped In
v«Mvec;!. in action, the question and st. Paul I would choose Gand- is ini sight, this is the beginning our :pool there are several small at 115 Mott Street. It was love at
doesn't really ariseJ thl}rtt is the hi without hesitatiop.. Gandhi is of the last chapter. What a. w~n- plastic pools. for the babies to re- first sight: When they married they
sense of a great !Jeal to do.. of more revelatory for me. The same dedul thought! I even started lilt- fresh themselves in, and what a took a little ar,>artment on Ellzabeth Street and beg_an housekeepthing~ undone- and yet t)le de- is true of Buber, Silone, Camu.s. ing LBJ. I hope he is a vecy loveiy sight they are!
It fs. "holy mother the state" ing with donations from our Italian
mands and satisfactio.ns- Qf what
Buber ~s: "The mighty-revela- ha_ppy rancher and a grandfather
neighbors and the CW. Duane was
You are doing seem sufflclent. To. tions to which the religious appeal many times.
NlllJ' 16, 1968: When I tl!.ink of
a lawyer, like his father before
decide one must first kQow him- are like in be.Ing with the quiet Phil
th g g [Phil Maloney Catholic Reporter editorial). The
d
an
e an ·
him, and his first case was one of
~-'l'.l'here am I strong, where :revelations that are to be found and family,
of the Catholic Work- editorial faults them for wrong}y our CW men who nad wandered!
weak, what can I do best? l.Vlow everywhere and at illl times. The
·
N
y
k
tly
t
dy
ence"
to
the
Amerlcan
ruling
er m ew- or , presen . s u while drinking into a respectable
the tlmes-evecy season h;is its mighty reve.lations which stand at Ing
ill Toront_o], K. Basil and all attributing a "con~ci~us. malev.ol- home and, helping himself to a
work-and to be aware of the pos.- ·the beginning of great communi- the other people in Winona [K, B. class. Qbviously this ~s ir~elevant, bottle of liquor, steeled down to
sibllities_:-the ~ariety of histori~al ties and at the turning point of an O'Leary; a Christian Brother from because- once you admtt thmgs are
. .
TV H
surpn"sed to'
'
h
· i
, enJoymg
. e was
responses, what others are doing age are nothing_ but eternal reve- St. Mary'fl
College In Winona, Min- ~s t ey say, it s ~ea 11Y not ~oo find the charge of breaking and
today.
l:ations." ·
nesotal I just sort of feel like-. a unportant how consc1ou~ the c~un- entering lodged against him, more'
. - Thursday It was warm and there
1 suppose this is all really notb,- marshmallow. A big, _buggy, i.odis- inals are or what their motives surprised to find hiQ1self enjoying'
was early fog. Until about two the ing, objectively,. But for one who criminate}y lovey, four-beers•un- are . . Rosemary Reuthe~ Un a let- the hospitality of the jail when he'
woods out the west windows were has been a "~lieving" Catholic to der-his-belt marshmallow. LIFE ter m June 5th NCR> is wrong to had expected dismissal of the case.'
white, every twig _ an<! branch admit this Is difficult. The cru- is bigger, more obstinate, better assume th~t they feel th~;ie ~ho Duane was not a very go.od lawyer,•
sheathed in ice. It was very beau- cial prob~em •. 1 think, then is. this: and just all around prevails-than are not with ~~em are agamst- Joe concladed. He ' was better a t
tiful.
what is your principle of veri.fica- death. I had a small but impor- them and God. They ~re much real-estate law and after tHelr first
Janu;p:y 30,. 1968: I'll start cold. tion? If you accept the traditional tant vision I've had sometimes be- more modest, I would thmk. Per- child the Whalens went to ~ong t
The parole board denied me.. I idea of re.velation then once you fore but often forget. I saw how haps. these-NCR, Commonweal, I,s land and, with Duane's' sister and
got word in the. mail yesterday. have decided, with the magister- fragile, dear, shy, mysterious, im- Reuther~xpect too mu.ch from an her husband, a community was:
It was h;irdly unexpected and I ium, on the. correct interpretation penetrable and unrepeatable we act. I suspect th': rune IH'.o~le started which has b.ecome p'opulous l
had thought I had completely set of Scr4>ture, you know the truth. all are, how much more than all know or are learrung the> limtts indeed. There are twelve ' children
myself to accept it. Still there was This is comforting, secure. One ls our studied meanness.
of their action. Perhaps we do not in the Whalen family ·and ten m.·
some disappointment. As. many {>rotected from rationalism and
June 9,_ 19&8: A·bout Catons- know too. much about suffering. the Konceliks'. or have 1 skipped
reasons as there are for not want- skepticism, and I remember the ville. [Nine CatholicsJ includin~ We reel at a prison term for a few? Their first houses, whic;:h
in~ parole it is Impossible not to very real fear they have held for tlte Fathers Berrigan, n.apalm Se- _friends but barely flinch over the the young couples built themselves,
want to ~et out a few mo.Q'.ths. ear- me. The only princit>le I can as- lective Service files as an act of incredible suffering the Vietnam- were three-room · cabins with a
lier. It I ~et extt:a goods. days- sert is personal, the gut reaction, protest in Catonsville, Maryland] ese bear. The act points at this, pump at the kitchen sink, and an
l am applying for them-I will get that whicb is verified in every I remember something Staughton I think, as well as much else. outhouse which satisfied tlii pllimbout in February 1969, otherwise it cell, those truths the abandonment Lynd said at a Fellowship of Re- Though I am confused about this ing requirements. They lived in
will. be March. Thirteen or four- of which I know clearly would be conciliation meeting. He said we these days, w.hat Re1tther seems to these cablns, with the he'a t suppli~d
teen inonths to go.
the abandonment of my very self, shoutd have faith in those acts ru!e out, and I and they can't, is by a kitchen stove, until the fifth
February 3,_ 1968: $11nd.§.tone is ·my own light;;. Tllis is the only which are proportionate Ccommen- nonviolent revolution. This act child in each family was bol'!! and
such a violent world. The eai;th test th.at works. I do not mean sur!lte, he said) with our deepest may be later seen as an early light then with loans from relatives and
is
incredibly violent. Diel :l(QU to imply it is simple. It is ration- angui~h over the war, our sense , in a continuwn. The editorial says their own savings, houses were
hear about the M:llfY.knollers in al, but much more than that. of sin, faith that · those acts will but really does not believe wliat built which .have grown in size
Guatemala? Again the questiou of Though it is historical, condi- be redemptive and powerful. The they say about the -flames in .the ov.er the years. The cabins are
violence. It is a question weigh- tioned. still , I expedence it as act does speak to me, it is im- darkness, The actors are willing still there to take care of guests.
Ing 10 -heavl~ on so many dear somehow absolute, revelatory. Ul- mensely ·p owerful-for me. I don't to take a little chance. The Spirit The Konceliks have cows. Wba~·
people ·todaY.. Me too. I ~o timtely I really trust these lights, know how it can be seen as ..an breaks in clumsily, but it breaks a joyful and successful little comL
through it a million time~ , and the trllst ·Iq~ • Q.i;e,ee~t. , ~If.. . Pf , $\)14t offensi;ve , ~p.rt pJ , pi;ank;' Qiatioaal in.:
•
(Cont.i nued on page 8) '
'
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Dracced backwar4 from aleep .
By a• embrJ'onle fear
Into tile amotherecl _
Darkne111 of the room
J
I bear the chronic
Matterinc of draina
And dimly bear
The tollin&" belle
In all the 11Cattered
Valleys of tbe world
Mournin&" the YOWl&" war dead.
A volume of Tacitus
Haunts my mind,
Parched blood on the earth
The stones with sticky lips
Cryinc out,
Prodipes creepin&' from wombs
And the 'Roman People
llidin&' their eyes
With their bands.
CHltISTOPRElt POLLOCK

Revolutionary Experience

(Continued from page 4)
I must take brief note, too, of
8, 1967, which concluded
!be first 9 months of activity, and, the fact that he speaks of the revat the, ti,me, marked the fi~st real olutionary as the highest level of
low for the movement, which was tlle human species, not, as Sartre
nOiw reduced, in Che's group, to and Fanon do, as the human spe22 men, three of whom were crip- cies, with the consequence thafthe
plied, and Che himself burdened enemy or opprossor is unhuman
by asmma, which he could not or non-human. Che's treatmen't of
stop, for he lacked the simple prisoners, his relations with his
medicine required, it being con- men and his attitude toward the
fiscated by the enemy. He would peas~nts testifies to bis humanity
soon lose toward the end of and understanding.
The final characteristic of the
August that part of the guerrilla
which for months be had been revolutionary way of life embraces
all the aforementioned ones and
tryin·g vainly to contact.
"We walked effectively some- gives to the role its dignity and
thing like an hour, w.kich seemed stature: Sacrifice. I think it is evimore like · two to me due to the dent from the Diary that Che did,
weariness ?f the little mare. In a as Mr. Castro states, sacrifice his
moment of temper, I struck her own security and hence his life
in the neck with a whip, wound- for that of two wounded comrades.
And if Mr. Castro's account of his
ing her badly . . .
"At night I brought everybody death is accurate, and I have no
together and gave them the follow- reason to doubt it, for it is totally
ing lecture: we are in a difficult consisten~ with . the man •. thei;i we
situation; Pacho has gotten better must aftlrm with Igna~10 Silone
today but I am just a human car- (Bread and Wine) that 'No word
cass, and the episode of the little and no gesture can be more permare proves that at_some moments suasive than the life and if necesI have lost control; that will be sary, the death of a ~an who
modified, but the situ ..ion must strives to be free, loyal, just, slnweigh squarely on everybody and cere disinterested· a man who
whoever does not feel capable of sbo~s what a man' can be."
Thus this Diary, aptly described
sustaining it should say so.
"It is one of those moments as being of "revolutionary content,
when great decisions must be pedagogic, and human," contains
taken; this type of struggle gives within it the characteristics inus the opportunity not only to herent ln the revolutionary way
turn ourselves into revolutionaries, of life, violent or non-violent: the
the highest level of the human isolation of men alone in a strugspecies, but it also allows us to gle against the elements, the
graduate as men; those who can- apath~ of the masses, and ~e opnot reach either one of these two press1ve. s~ctures; the .mtense
stages should say so and leave community life counteracting the
isola~io~, while a~ the satne time
the struggle."
Much can be said about this su~tamma those mvo~ved; the _topassage, especially the incident of tality of tbe revolutionary thing
the mare, which bears witness to in so far as the spirit of it must
Che's honesty and integrity, but pervade all actions, no matter how
also puts the question of violence minute; the possession and pr,acand its effects upon man's charac- tice of such virtues· as endurance,
ter in perspective; I should like obedience, and movement to a sutq .copf~t ipy,self, howev~r, to ~e perior degree; the unromantic
concluding paragraph m which character of the day by day inChe addresses his men with what volvement· the constant need-betI take to be the essential core of ter, dem;nd-to surpass olleself
a revolutiona ~ way of life.. That even in the face of bitter defeat,
is, one is not a revolu,tionary and finally. the sacrifice of not only
s\]Dply· l>Y .declaring oneself so and basic needs, but of one'• life for
takinJ up a , rifle or placard. No the sake of others and-the ongoing
matter bow committed one is (and revolution.
they were at this point 9 months
and cpuntless privations deep ln
the gue ilia, stage alone), one cannot pre13icqte that term of one173 Davis Ave
~lf unless one confronts the next
Brookline, Massachusetts
situation ~n a ·radical and superior
02146
fashion. No matter how many obstacles one ;has surpassed in the Dear Editors:
Pei Sca·rpa wrote in the April
past, it is the next one that matters. "it 1is all or nothing moment issue ·that · some of the Amish
by moment. More tban that, we families with draft problems are
must remember that be is telling moving to Costa Rica and other
his men this in one of the dark- Central and South American counest hours of the campaign, when tries. Acording to the Vancouver
success (even survival) appeared Committee to Aid American War
impossU1J;e. - Otily in the face of Objectors (P.O. ·Box 4231; Vansuch despair and failure can the couver 9, British Columbia, Canatrue measure of a man be taken, da), which seems to have done the
for only then does there exist the most thorough study of extradiopportunity to surpass ourselves, tion treaties, Americans can be
"to turn ourselves into revolution- extradited back to the United
aries, the highest level of the States for draft-law offenses from:
human species . . . (and it) allows Argentina, Chile, Colombia, the
us to graduate as men.!' The great Dominican Republic, cuador, El
decision is, then, to continue, to Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
endure 1n the face of utter de·feat: Mexico, Nicaragua 1 and Panama.
that Is revolutionary. To accompIn Peace,
lish ft 111 exemplary.
Joan Sherman
~ugust

Draft .Warning

Friday Night Meetings
Jn accordance wltll P e t e t
Maurin'•· desire for clarlflcatloa
tboucht, THE CATHOLIC
WORKER holds meetlnp evert
Friday nicbt at 8:30 p.m. at St.
Joseph's Rouse, 1'75 Cbrystie. St.,
between Houston and Delancey
Streets.
After the di11cussions, we continue the talk over bot sassafraa
tea. Everyone ls welcome.

of

Traveling
By AMMON BENNACY
We left Salt Lake City on
April 30th and our first stop was
at San Antonio, where we had an
interesting meeting With people
of all ages, from the wife of my
roommate in Madison, Wisconsin in 1915 to young folk from
St. Mary's who had twice tried to
have me ·s peak there in the past,
but had been overruled by those
in charge.
When Mother Bloor was sixtyfive she hiked across the United
States and said that the most
beautiful ·s ight was the desert
flo~ers blooming near Florence,
Anzo~a. We saw desert . flowers

Lbloommg · after the rams all
through ~outhern Utah, Arizona,
New Mexico an_!! Texas.
We said hello to the Koinonia
community near Americus, Georgia, which many of us CW's had
visited in the Fifties when it was
being harassed by the K .K.K. We
met Clacence Jordan and the Wittkampers. Although there have
been no Negroes in the community for some years, three of the
boys attend the Negro high school
in Americus.
We arr·ved in Washington the
day bef:re the Peor People's
Campaign did and were able to
k t D
d Cath Miller
0
spea
ave an
Y
.
on the pbone. My old friend
:B~b Sherrill eave me a copy of
his book The Ac:e'dental President, which descnbes the tricks
of his fellow Texan, who is the
only man from. that state ever
to become President.
We
stopped
in Lancaster,
Pennyslvania, to see the Shenks.
This is Amish country, where
people travel by horse and buggy,
although the Ford and Dodge people proclailfi loudly
through
their signs that the country belongs to them. Next day we had
a hurried meeting in Philadelphia, where Charlie Butterworth
introduced me to a fine group
f
f lks
0 young 0 ·
.
In New York City we we~e
pleased to see Smokey Joe still
at the CW. Some of the other
men knew me, but I could not
remember their names, only their
faces. I remembered Walter,
Jack, Chris and Nicole, ~nd of
course Jonas, with his sassafras
tea. I felt at home in the kitchen
speaking to all. I did miss
Flannery, the old I .R.A. man who
always interrupted the meetings
with irrelevant questions. They
told me that he had died. Janet,
as usual, had a party for us,
where we met most of our old
friends. Perhaps I should learn
~ot to make such a speedy schedule, but we did get to Tivoli a
half hour before Dorothy Day
Stanley
Vishnewski
reand
turned from Vermont. I knew
most of the folks there and was
glad to see them again. We had
to rush on for a meeting that
night, which 'Mike True had
planned at Assumption College
ln
Worcester,
Massachussets.
Questions from students and a
later phone-In session on the
radio were interesting.
. From there we drove down to
the Committee for Non-Violent
Action Farm in Voluntown, Connecticut. We hoped to see Marj
Swann, but she had gone to the
Spock trial in Boston. They
have a stone house a couple of
hundred years old with a huge
. ' . lContinued c:in page 8) · ·

A Farm With a View
(Continued from Page 3>
thirty-five children are usually on Kendrick. Many others, both fr~
hand to take part ln the program. our own community and oUP
More toys and playground equip- summer volunteers, have done
ment have been added. Good food more than I can begin to mention.
is provided. So JDlUlY children
It is August. On the table in th•
n e c e s s a r i 1 y make c~nsiderable dining room are Queen Anne's
noise, but except for the day of lace, black-eyed Susans, and gol~
the inoculations, it is usually a enrod, gathered by John Filligar,
happy noise.
and on another table wild roses
In addition to the children com- gathered by Mary Houde, and
in.g to us with the S1Wimming class fragant as the ftrst rose of June.
and day-care-center programs, we In my little garden, which Reggie
have also many children living Highhill ha1 tended so carefuliywith us this 9\lmmer. Tamar Hen- even as he has hJs own-the
nessey, Dorothy's daughter, with lavender which Tamar gave me
five od' her own and a few of her last summer is flowering, sweet
neighbors, has been with us · since as a poem, s-.yeet as a song. It is
late June. Now that Tom Cornell August and few birds sing. Yet
is serving his sentence in Danbury, the other day I heard an oriole
Monica and her two children are singing a jaunty goodbye. Now
with us. Catherine Miller and her on this cool August night, children
daughter Juanita Clare are also are quieC Crickets and katydids
here, though Catherine hopes to make the most of their hour.
find a place where she can be Someone, somewhere, atrums a
nearer to David, who is serving guitar, but the crickets and katyhis sentence ln Allenwood, Penn- dids sing another tune. 0 God,
sylvania. Anita with her three for whom the crickets and katychildren, ls a1so staying here, dids sing, help us to make a revotaking a vacation .from the slums
lution whi~h will truly bring the
of New York City. Gene Bailey
and Nicole D'Entremont have peace of resurrection.
brought up several Puerto- Rican
children from our First Street
neighborhood for weekends. bn
other weekends we have had
256 Kalalau St.
groups of children from Harlem
Honolulu, Hawaii
and Bedford-StuY'vesant. Through96821
out the summer we have had many Dear Sir:
visitors who h'1ve come acwe urgently call attention to the
companied by their children. All plight ot Mr. Chen Yu-hsi, a
in all, it has been a summer of former grantee of the East-West
children, children who perhaps- Center, located at •the University
after this brief encounter with of Hawaii and financed , by the
beauty and a place where peace United States State Department.
cart' be-may grOtW up to "seek A brilliant student from Taiwan,
he received an M.A. in economlcS
peace and secure it."
Some of our visitors have, of in June 1966 and served as a
course, been adults. Dr. and Mrs. teaching assistant during the folStern spent their vacation with us lowing year. With the encouragein July. Mrs. Stern, who broke ment of the East-West Center and
her hLp last year, has made a won- the Department of Economics he
derful recovery and after a few applied for and was awarded a
trials was able to swim the length research fellowship at Brown Uniof our pool. Until he succumbed versity to work towards a Ph.D.
to a rather bad case of summer
However, the government of the
'flu, Karl gave us nightly concerts, Republic of Chlna denied him
entertained us with card tricks,
regaled us with witty conversa- permission to .Pursue this program,
tion, played chess with Stanley, perhaps because during his stay Jn
and Qne night gave a lecture on Hawaii Mr. Chen reportedly paralienation, (based on the material tlcipated in a demonstration
in a neiw book he is writing) to against the war in Vietnam.
us and many of our friends from
In August 1967 Chen left Hawaii
neigh.boring religious orders. Joe and went to Japan, where he
and Audrey Monroe also spent audited courses at Hosei Unimuch of their vacation with us, versity. On February 8th of this
making us the happier therelby. year he was called to the IlnmiOther visitors have included: Beth gration Office ln Tokyo and on the
Rogers and Frances Bittner; Ed following day was deported to
and Johanna Turner with their Taiwan. There he has since been
son, Tommy; Sister Suzanne Gau- held incommunicado, without any
chat; Mrs. Anne Johnson Spurcel formal charges being lodged
with daughter, Debbie; Charlie against him. Even his family was
Butterworth; Jim and Linda For- not notified of his situation and
est; Julia Porcelli Moran with her discovered his whereabouts only
husband and their four charming after a six weeks' search. Accordchildren; Charlie Murray; Karl- ing to l U.P.I. dispatch of June
Heinz Tabeling, a young man f.roni 25th, Chen wlll shortly be charged
Germany who ia studying to be a with seditien, a C,l'Pital offense
priest; five young men from under the code «>f martial law that
Japan; and a number of seminari- bas obtained in Taiwan since the
ans, priests, and memlb ers of re- current re(!ime'I advent nineteen
ligious orders, as well as many years ago, and he wiU be tried beothers, too many to be named.
fore a military tribunal. There ii
With the many children and the no appeal from the tribunal's dehotel-like influx of visitors during cision. The specific chatgH against
the summer season, there is, of Chen are expected to be that be
course, a great deal of work to contributed artkle.s to a "commube done. The regulars-Hans nist" newspaper Jn Japan and al'Tunnesen, Fred Lindsay, Alice legedly attempted to defect to
Lawrence, and Joan-have per- mainline Chlna.
__
formed h4?rotc reats in the kitchen,
We are concerned to ensure that
but have certainly appreciated the Chen Yu-hsi has the fairest trial
volunteer helpers. Alice Lawrence - possible under the circumstances:
was certainly delighted wheri (1) that the date and place -of bis
Mike - Boyle, who helped us 80 trial be announced well in admuch last year, arrived in time vance; f2) that the trial be open
to help with tlhe heavy cooking to the public; (3) that he be reprefor the Pax weekend. In the sented by counsel of his own
cleaning department Kay Lynch choice; (4) that cross-examination
has also rejoiced in many helpc;,rs of witnesses be permitted; (5) that
-Tony, the history student, who the verdict be released promptJy.
bas been one of our best all-round Hence we urge that interested perworkers, Karl the Germarr semi- sons write immediately to their
narian, the five young Japanese, Congressmen and to the Human
and Dunston Coleman, who came Rights Commission (c/o United with his grandmother, Emily Scar- Nations, New York, N.Y.) asking
borough Coleman, to live with us them to pursue the case and to
for a time and neJp with the work. insure that an impartial observer
Several of the volunteers have be present at the trial.
Karen Y. Lum
also helped John Filligar, the
farmer, whose regular helpers
for the StudenC-Faculb
Union, UnlversitJ' ef' Hawaii
liave ·l>een Larry· Evirs and Wally

"Sedi•tious" Student
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(Continued from Page 3)
the Governor is Gregory's im- Commendation Medal, plus some
mediate release.
lesser trink~s. for fighting in the
At the time of its destruction whi,te man's wars. (While many
the Indians' camp contained three of those who arrested him have
large lodges and four regular very carefully stayed at home.)
tents, with more tipis on the way . They were Jtshing, under the
from tribes east of the Moun- treaty rights of the Yakima tribe,
tains. Life had fallen into a tra- now also under attack. Their
ditional native pattern, with the boatr motor, and nets were confischlldren scurring about under the cated.
big • maples, an Indian woman
Commercial or net fishing
tying her very small child onto seems to be little restricted in the
his buckskin board, while nearby areas dominated by the white
a man softly beat out an old song fishermen, but extensively conrhytli.m on a drum. A medicine trolled in the tribal area. Today
man, from the Chumash tribe, white sportsmen catch an estitold the older children tales of mated million salmon a year
ancient times, the why of Indian whlle white commercial fishercustoms, and their own religion. men account for sixty thousand
Suprisingly, many Indians retain tons of salmon a year. This is
their own native religion, despite roughly ninety-five per cent of
decades of the most intense per- the entire salmon catch. But
secution.
the C a u c a s i a n s have exThe campsite Itself was kept tensive, well-financed, and efscrupulously clean, with a gar- fective lobbies in the seats of
bage can beside each tipi. Native power, whereas the Indians have
children tend not to be litterbugs, only the protection of a treaty.
and the adults strictly enforced (With a nation, of course, that
·disposal rules of the camp. Al- is willing to fight a war over its
though the days had been quiet, sacred treaty obligations to South
the nights were something else Vietnam.) The various tribes
a g a I n. An apparently well- signed these treaties with the
organized campaign of harass- wh1tes in good faith over a hunment went on. Cars came by, in dred years ago, but now they are
groups, circled the camp and all being systematically violated.
threw bottles, bricks and other
As he sits in jail, awaiting trial,
objects at the residents. Some what does the often decorated
children were hit. The State's Richard Sohappy think about it
officials where told that if they all? Has he been fighting the
didn't move the Indians out, the wrong war at the wrong time?
ultra-rightists would. During the It's a question that many Indians
daytime, G<>vernor Wallace's sup- are asking themselves today.
porters picketed the camP-the When Dean Rusk, from Cherokee
signs they carried plugged hls County Georgia (no more CheroPresidential candidacy, besides kees, of course, their treaties
proclaiming that the Indians broken too) talks about our
were being "used" (apparently "sacred commitments"-just who
by the "Communists") -but no in hell is he speaking for?
We'll close with an Indian
violence occurred during the daylight hours and the Indians joke, making the rounds todaysimply ignored the white racists. it concerns the recent discovery
Trouble occured only in the even- of the oldest skeletal remains of
ing hours when the tourists had man yet uncovered on our piece
all gone home and the po.lice of terra firma. Some sixty thouwere conveniently absent. Gov- sand years old, from the panks of
ernor Dan Evans is said to nurse the Columbia River, an IRdian
political ambitions on a national fisherman. They wonder if he had
• scale. He will be the opening the white man's permission to
speaker at the Republican Con- use his nets t_here.
vention and wishes to create a
"liberal" image. So an Indian
battle, r~ht on the Capitol's own
lawn, wouldn't fit into the script.
Not yet, anyway-later on, it
<Continued from page 5)
might be an asset.
a fundamental criminality, as in
One of the Indians' press re- the constitution of puppet regimes;
leases, given .a virtual blackout a hardening and augmenting of
by the local newspapers, states brutality, as in the sophistication
that inasmuch as the whites have of weaponry; the maintenance of
now broken yet another treaty a leisured and wealthy superstrucwith the tribes, they too are no ture on the base of oppression, as
longer bound by 1ts provisions. in American general affluence, the
Therefore they are reclaiming all system, as President Johnson says,
their peoples' lands that were that we are fighting to preserve;
ceded in that particular treaty. the outrage of reason and logic,
( Whlch happens to include the the human applications of divine
State Capitol and the city of intelligence, as in the announceOlympia). They are willing to ment of escalation as restraint and
have it settled by an internation- massacre as liberation.
al tribunal, appointed by the
The response of the Christian
United Nations. They no longer churches to the new slavery has
have any f!lith in the white man's been tardy but wholesome, and
courts, or in his sense of justice- even the American Catholic epiwhere it involves anyone not of socate, in many of its members,
his race--but they are willing to has moved from endorsement to
abide by a UN decision.
acceptance to disapproval to disThe United Nations is gradually sent. The enormity of imperialist
becoming a last court of appeal slavery has been acknowledged in
for all the non-white 'races with spite of national loyalty and culgrievances. It is the only body tural endearment, as the guilt or
they still have respect for, per- failure of Christianity has long
haps beccause the majority there, been admitted by honest Chrisas in the world itself, is non- tians. Writing of his Christian
Caucasian. It could be our last fellowmen who organized the
safeguard against the unspeak- spoliation of India in the 18th cenable horror of a world-wide race tury, John Wesley cried out, "What
war.
devils incarnate were the man_
Treaty Ignored
agers _there! What utter strangers
Over on the Columbia River, to justice, mercy, and truth! to
Richard Sohappy went fishing every sentiment of humanity! . . .
with his uncle and younger I remember none in all the annals
brother and was arrested. Now of antiquity that plundered the
it so happens that he 1s on leave provinces . , . with such merciless
home from Vietnam to recuperate cruelty ..• I believe no heathen
from hls latest · wound. He has history contains a parallel." But
four Purple Hearts, a Silver there have been parallels enough
Star, a Bronze Star, and an Army in modern Christian nations, from

Christian Marxism
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th• 8p111lard1 in Mexico, to th•
BelJian1 In th9 Confo, and United
State• 1Dve1tor1 In Bolivia. And
every national capitalism h11
plundered Its own prole1ariat. Th•
disparity of Income and expenditure between the non-working rich
and the laborin.g poor, in modern
nations as in ancient, has usually
been expressible by factors not' of
units or tens but of hundreds or
thousands.
As Christians recognize that the
moral dynamic of Marxism is their
own, they may assert that the
historical anti-Christ ls the politic
to which they have long been engaged. By their dissolution of
those allegiances they might declare and he1p to realize what centuries of compromise and betrayal
have obscured: that ·the close of
paganism was the beginning of a
new life for men, and that the
coming of the Messiah in history
was more than a fable within a
dream.
ED. NOTE: John lllo ls Associate Professor of English at
Monmouth College, West Long
Branch, New Jersey and has
written for the "Columbia
University Forum" and other
journals. His "'Forum" article
on Malcolm X has been reprinted in two anthologies.

Traveling
<Continued from page 7)
fireplace, and Bob Swann is building another house. We met Brad
Lyttle and his wife Mary and
other active pacifists.
I had visited Howard and
Louise Moore at Cherry Valley,
New York several times in the
Fifties and we were pleased to
see them again. Howard is one of
seven of us who were in prison in
World War I and risked five
years in World War II by refusing to register for the draft.
The others are: Evan Thomas,
Julius Eichel, Howard Gray, Max
Sandin and Paul M11rn11'lrdt. (We
later said hello to Paul at his
farm in Minnesota. He is still
spcy and working, in his ninetyfirst year. J
We visited the farm where I
was born, near Negley, Ohio. One
sign · said "No Trespassing" and
another identified it as a place of
research for a firm in California. We visited my sisters and
brother in Cleveland and later
had a rousing meeting at Antioch
College, in Yellow 8nrings, one
of the most alive places in the
country. Before my meeting I
heard a Trotskyite tell about hls
three months in Cuba. We said
hello to my, brother in Cincinnati.
Karl Meyer had arranged a
meeting for me at the downtown
Unity Unitarian Church in Chicago. Many I.W.W.'s came and
we placed flowers on the graves
of the Haymarket anarchists, at
Waldheim . Cemetery. We were
very pl~ased to meet Mike Cullen
the very young but very efficient
director of Casa Maria House In
Milwaukee, for wnom I have
great hope. I spoke to a meeting
which he had arranged at the
coffee house In a Lutheran
church. In Stevens Point, Wisconsin, Jim Missey had a gathering for us at his home. The students at the Minnesota State
College in Duluth were having a
panty raid the night I spoke
there, so I bad quality instead of
quantity at the meeting, which
had been planned by Jim Cain,
a young anarchist with whom I
have corresponqed. Orin Doty,
one of the four brothers who
went to jail twice for refusing to
register, had a fine group for me
at his home in Minneapolis.
We will be picketing the tax
office in Salt Lake City this
August.
Our society, which spreads
violence all ovPr th<> ""lrld, must
at times get some of it at home.
The hypocritical lamentations of
those in power over the death of
Robert Kennedy do not ring true.

July-Augmt, 1961

On Pilgrimage
(Continued from page 8)
munlty bu grown up here. The 11 daurhter of Bill and Dorothy
pine wood1 are all around and th• Gauchat, who hJve for many
beach only a quarter of a mile yean represented th• Catholie
think- Worken In th• Detroit area anll
away. A utopia indeed,
ing, as I 1it in the city at a type- have a tremendou1 work ol th.e ir
writer on a hot Saturday in Au- own, caring for Mongoloid, sapastic.
gust.
· cerebral palsy . and mu1CUlar disThe occaston tor tbb visit was trophy children. What a wo1' ol
the graduation of Maria, one of mercy thi1 is!
the Whalen daughters, from the
Roche1ter
That night I stayed with the FarAcademy at Sag Harbor and I had
been invited to speak. Sag Harbor rens, Art and Mary, who are still
is an old whaling town.
in charge of the Rochester House
Retreat
ot Hospitality. We went to
This year in July I had the great Fr. Ehman's Mass next morning
joy of making a retreat (from Sun- and listened to a beauti!ul homlly
day to the following Saturday) led about St. Camillus, who was fore·by a group frqm Fr. Lombardi's runner of the Red Cross, ministerBetter World Movement, a young ing to both sides in the armies of
Redemptorist priest, Fr. Salvatore those days. He worked despite a
Ulnane, CssR., Thomas Tewey, painful ulcer on his leg which
Christian ijrother, and Phyllis never healed, and it made me thlnk
Evans. It
thanks to Jean of our Missouri Marie, whose legs
Walsh that I was able to make this are swollen with ulcers, heavUy
re-treat, which was attended by bandaged, yet she still hobbles
priests, nuns, and laymen, number- about and keeps up with the duties
ing altogether about forty. My she has imposed upon herself
only criticism would be that it was around the house of hospitality. I
crowded with too much talk and dis- am praying to him to heal her.
cussion, and not enough time for
reading and digesting the material
we were studying. Living in community one hungers and thirsts for
3551 North Paulina Street
time alone, and silence, especially
Chicago, Illinois 60657
in a greatly diversified group such My Dear
Miss Day:
as this was.
It is disheartening but not 1urMeetlng
prising that so many of the Jews
I drove from Long Branch, New and Arabs split hawkishly ri&ht
Jersey, where the retreat took down the middle along religiou1
place, to Fellowship Farm near or ethnic lines when it comes to
Pottstown, Pa., where Marjorl• the Middle East crisis.
Penney and her husband, the sciAt the risk of oversimplification,
the fact is that the countrie1 of
the Middle East are mutually interdependent. We can grieve for
the suMerings of the Arab refugees Ca far cry from the superb _
civilization they had When Europe
was still in darkness).
And we can grieve for the
Israelis. Surely afte<r almost two
thousand years of persecution, the
question of whether or not Israel
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has a right to exist as a nation
!1 purely academic.

entist Victor Paschk!s, introduced
me to a high-school-age crowd of
young people who had come to
work and study the problems of
the world around them. It was
here that I met Charles Butterworth, years ago., Who worked both
in Staten Isl11nd and New York,
and is now doing the same kind of
work in Philadelphia, with students
from LaSalle University, at oJseph
House at 1807 North 8th Street.
I was well repaid for the effort
of speaking in such heat as we
·h ave been having by seeing the
vigorous and exciting dancing
which went on all evening, led
by a Kalmuk, a descendent from
Genghis Khan, it was said. He
looked to me as though he had
come from Siberia, or Mongolia,
and the folk dances he taught the
young crowd he was instructing
were a joy to watch. He is married to a Brazilian and I enjoyed
holding their baby while the
young couple dance~
Back in New York the next day
I arrived in time to receive a visit
from Monsignor Paul Hanley
Furfey and Dr. Elizabeth Walsh
'both of whom had helped us much
one summer when we had a conference house on Staten Island
years ago.
I spent the next ten days commuting between Tivoli and city,
and then went by bus to Brockport, New York, west of Rochester,
to speak to a crowd of Vista workers, in training to work with the
migrants who come to New York
State to work in potatoes and apple picking. I was happy to find
Helen Marie Gauchat there, returned from her Peace Corps duty
in El Salvador and now teaching
Spanish to a Peace Corps group.
She brought her classes to the
meetinf that evening._ Helen M.arie

The Middle East desperately
needs peace with justice. Which
ls one r e a s o n why Illinoi1
Congressman Sidney Yates Insist•
that the whole question ot supplying American arms to that area
must be reviewed with care and
discretion.
The Middle East is a holy land
not only because of its religious
associations but primarily because
it is filled with people in need.
Surely it i1 up to the adherents
of the three A:brahamic faiths to
heLp them all.
Sincerely,
Mathias J. Hauman& III,
Corresponding Secretary
The Abrahamic Society
Without at~.mpnnl' io elucidate
here a principle which would hold
l'Ood for all possible situations, we
firmly believe that one of the most
important calls made on the conscience of man of our time Is to
understand that &he old way1 must
be set aside in favor of non-violence, the only way compatible
with true ''brotherhood."
(Letter from the assembly ofthe Roman Catholic Bishops of
Canada, 196'7).
I believe there ls no more urgent
task in the world than the disintoxication of the public opinion of
this country: the correction of
those dangerous reflexes which past
events and past propaganda have
conditioned in Americans, and
which make them •Lhlnk of CommunJsm as incarnate evil, instead of
as a set of ideas in which human
beings believe and which, like
other important human beliefs, have
led to great achievements u well
as great crimes. Neither the
achievements nor the crimes are
all on one side. The problem of
our age Is not how to stop, ficht.
or eradicate Communism. It is
how to cope with its challenges and
its appeall · in such a way that the
competing systems on the pland
may produce more benefits to mankind ·than threats and sulferinl'.
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